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Decision of Regional Transport Authority (RTA), Malappuram held on
25.10.2016 at Collectorate Conference Hall, Malappuram at 10.30.a.m.
Present:
1. Smt. A. Shainamol IAS, District Collector; Chairman of RTA, Malappuram.
2. Sri. Shaji Joseph, Deputy Transport Commissioner (C Z 1); Member, RTA
Item No.1
Heard the learned counsel.
This is an application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Chelari- Feroke –
Parappanangadi. This was considered by this authority held on 11.07.2016 in Item no. 38 and
the decision was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA Malappuram to obtain a
report from Sister RTA, Kozhikkode specifying whether the proposed route overlaps with any of
the notified sectors in their jurisdiction objectionably or not and place before this authority. On
verification of the application and report of the primary enquiry officer, it is revealed that, this
is an inter-district route with total route length 33 Kms in which 8.3 Kms lies in Kozhikkode
district. There is an overlapping of 5.9 Kms with notified route Ponnani – Chelari and a virgin
portion of 0.2 Kms, fitness certificate seen obtained. Further, in obedience to the direction of
this authority, Secretary, RTA, Malappuram has submitted that the matter was communicated
to Sister RTA, Kozhikkode and in return, they have forwarded the report of Motor Vehicle
Inspector, Regional Transport Office, Kozhikkode. This authority has verified the report in
detail and as per the report, there is neither any objectionable overlap for the proposed route
with any notified sectors nor any virgin portion under their jurisdiction.
There were vehement objections from other en-route operators and also from Feroke Area Bus
Operators Association (Bus Owners Unity Scheme) formed by the collective of all stage carriage
operators in Feroke area that part of the proposed route is passing through the city limit of
Kozhikkode and which is objectionable overlapping with notified portion. They have also
pointed out that there is a time clash for 90 trips of their buses. There were heated arguments
and counter arguments in the open hearing of this authority on the feasibility of operating a
stage carriage service on the proposed route.
In this context, this authority is of the view that the report forwarded by the Secretary, RTA
Kozhikkode is not suffice to take an appropriate approach on this application. Hence this
authority directs Secretary, RTA to
1) obtain concurrence from Sister RTA Kozhikkode to proceed further on this application;
2) the applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988.
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3) obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer and place before this
authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.2
Heard the learned counsel. This is an application to re-consider the application for fresh S/C
permit to operate on the route Koottumoochi – Mele Chelari – Feroke – Parappanangadi and
Tanur. This was considered by this authority held on 11.07.2016 in Item no. 80 and the
decision was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA Malappuram to obtain a report
from Sister RTA, Kozhikkode specifying whether the proposed route overlaps with any of the
notified sectors in their jurisdiction objectionably or not and place before this authority. On
verification of the application and report of the primary enquiry officer, it is revealed that, this
is an inter-district route with route length 75 Kms, of which 8.8 Kms lies in Kozhikkode
district. There is a virgin portion of 3.8 Kms and 3.3 Kms as per G.O. (P) No. 42/2009/Trans.
Dtd. 14.07.2009 and which is not objectionable as per clause 5 (c). Also an overlapping of 2.8
Kms as per G.O.(P) No. 79/2015/Tran. Dtd. 08.12.2015. Further, in obedience to the direction
of this authority, Secretary, RTA, Malappuram has submitted that the matter was
communicated to Sister RTA, Kozhikkode and in return, they have forwarded the report of
Motor Vehicle Inspector, Regional Transport Office, Kozhikkode. This authority has verified the
report in detail and as per the report, there is neither any objectionable overlap for the
proposed route with any notified sectors nor any virgin portion under their jurisdiction.
There were vehement objections from other en-route operators and also from Feroke Area Bus
Operators Association (Bus Owners Unity Scheme) formed by the collective of all stage carriage
operators in Feroke area that part of the proposed route is passing through the city limit of
Kozhikkode and which is objectionable overlapping with notified portion. They have also
pointed out that there is a time clash for 90 trips of their buses. There were heated arguments
and counter arguments in the open hearing of this authority on the feasibility of operating a
stage carriage service on the proposed route.
In this context, this authority is of the view that the report forwarded by the Secretary, RTA
Kozhikkode is not suffice to take an appropriate approach on this application. Hence this
authority directs Secretary, RTA to
1) obtain concurrence from Sister RTA Kozhikkode to proceed further on this application;
2) the applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988.
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3) obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer and place before this
authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.3
Heard the learned counsel.
This is an application to re-consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on
the route Kalikavu – Tirur – Thelppara. This was considered earlier by this authority held on
11.07.2016 in Item no. 82 and the decision was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary,
RTA Malappuram to
1) re-enquire the total route length of the proposed route;
2) re-enquire the overlapping distance on the proposed route and
3) report with statistical evidence on the stage carriage frequency and the feasibility of
more fresh stage carriage operations on the Tirur – Manjeri sector.
and place before this authority.
On verification of the application and report of the primary enquiry officer, it is revealed that,
this is an intra-district route with total route length of 126.4 Kms. There is an overlapping of
3.2 Kms with notified portion; which is not objectionable as per clause 5(c) of G.O. (P) No.
42/2009/Trans. Dtd. 14.07.2009; and no virgin portion in the proposed route Further, in
obedience to the direction of this authority, Secretary, RTA, Malappuram has submitted that
the matter was re-enquired by the Motor Vehicle Inspector, Regional Transport Office,
Malappuram. This authority has verified the report in detail and as per the report:
1) The total route length of the proposed route is 126.4 Kms
2) Total overlapping distance is 3.4 Kms
3) Average frequency of stage carriage frequency on the Tirur – Manjeri sector from 5.00
a.m. to 7.00 a.m. is 15 Minutes; and 7.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m. is 8 Minutes and from
10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. it is 5 Minutes and from 6.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. it is 10
Minutes.
This authority has verified the documents and connected files in detail.
On verification of the application, the applicant has not furnished the details of the vehicle to
which the fresh permit is sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating
Capacity and Maximum Laden Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per
section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor Vehicles Act 1988. However he has produced the records of the
stage carriage KL 10 Y 9099 on 25.10.2016 for name sake. Further, the enquiry officer has
reported that the proposed route contains five termini and combination of various routes,
which is against the provision of law. However on further verification of application and enquiry
report, the total length of the route is 126.4 Kms. Details of the trips are as follows:
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trip
Kalikavu – Manjeri via Karuvarakunde and Pandikkad

1

Manjeri – Kalikavu via Pandikkad and Karuvarakkunde

1

Kalikavu – Tirur via Wandur and Manjeri

1

Tirur – Thelpara via Pandikkad and Karuvarakkunde

1

Thelpara – Pookottumpadam

1

Pookottumpadam – Thelppara

1

Thelpara – Kalikavu

1

Most of the above mentioned routes are well-served, especially Manjeri – Tirur; average stage
carriage frequency in this route is appx 5 minutes in peak hours and stage carriages are
operating in that sector without sufficient time gap. Hence this authority is of the opinion that
there is no necessity for the grant of further permits on the proposed route. The route enquiry
officer has also not suggested the feasibility of a fresh stage carriage operation on the proposed
route. Further, the route plan proposed by the applicant is not public friendly and this
authority is of the view that the suggested proposal is not viable. The proposed daily mileage is
291.3 Kms. This authority strongly feels that the proposal is not beneficial to the travelling
public of that area. In the light of the above findings and observations this authority rejected
the application for fresh stage carriage on the above mentioned route.
Item No.4
This is to re-consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route
Parappanangadi- Feroke (touching Kadalundi 4 single trips and Chelari 2 single trips and
Pandimuttam 2 Single trips). This was considered earlier by this authority held on 11.07.2016
in Item no. 63 and the decision was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA
Malappuram to obtain a report from Sister RTA, Kozhikkode specifying whether the proposed
route overlaps with any of the notified sectors in their jurisdiction objectionably or not and
place a specific report before this authority. On verification of the application and report of the
primary enquiry officer, it is revealed that, this is an inter-district route with 64 Kms route
length; in which 8 Kms lies in the Kozhikkode district. There is no virgin portion and an
overlapping of 2.3 Kms with notified route as per G.O. (P) No. 42/2009/Trans. Dtd. 14.07.2009
and 2.8 Kms with Ponnani – Chelari notified scheme. However the route enquiry officer has
reported that both of these overlapping are not objectionable.
Further, in obedience to the direction of this authority, Secretary, RTA, Malappuram has
submitted that the matter was communicated to Sister RTA, Kozhikkode and in return, they
have forwarded the report of Motor Vehicle Inspector, Regional Transport Office, Kozhikkode.
This authority has verified the report in detail and as per the report, there is neither any
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objectionable overlap for the proposed route with any notified sectors nor any virgin portion
under their jurisdiction.
There were vehement objections from other en-route operators and also from Feroke Area Bus
Operators Association (Bus Owners Unity Scheme) formed by the collective of all stage carriage
operators in Feroke area that part of the proposed route is passing through the city limit of
Kozhikkode and which is objectionable overlapping with notified portion. They have also
pointed out that there is a time clash for 90 trips of their buses. There were heated arguments
and counter arguments in the open hearing of this authority on the feasibility of operating a
stage carriage service on the proposed route.
In this context, this authority is of the view that the report forwarded by the Secretary, RTA
Kozhikkode is not suffice to take an appropriate approach on this application. Hence this
authority directs Secretary, RTA to
1) obtain concurrence from Sister RTA Kozhikkode to proceed further on this application;
2) the applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988.
3) obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer and place before this
authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.5
This is to re-consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Kuttippuram
– Tirur. This was considered earlier by this authority held on 11.07.2016 in Item no. 69 and
the decision was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA Malappuram to
1) Re-enquire the matter with a specific report mentioning the overlapping distance with
notified portion and whether it complies the provisions contained in clause 5(c) of G.O.
(P) No. 79/2015/Tran. Dtd. 08.12.2015 or not.
2) Modify the proposal with three more trips via Perunthallur in consultation with the
applicant and place the matter before this authority.
On verification of the application and report of the enquiry officer, it is revealed that this is an
intra-district route with route length 23 Kms. There is no virgin portion and an overlapping of
9.2 Kms with Ponnani – Chelari notified portion.

The applicant has also applied for a

temporary permit u/s 87(1) c on the same route and produced a Judgment from Hon. High
Court of Kerala, in WP(C) No. 15514 of 2016 Dtd. 26.04.2016 which directs the Secretary, RTA
to issue temporary permit on the said route u/s 87(1)c. The permit was marked for timing and
there were vehement objection from other en-route operators that portion of the route passes
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through objectionable overlapping portion of clause 5(c) of G.O.(P) No. 79/2015/Tran. Dtd.
08.12.2015. Hence the application was rejected and proceedings issued by the Secretary, RTA
as per the report of the Motor Vehicle Inspector, Tirur. Meanwhile the applicant has filed a
contempt case before Hon. High Court of Kerala, for the non-compliance of the above
Judgment. Hon. High Court of Kerala in its Judgment in Contempt Case No. 1439 of 2016,
Dtd. 07.10.2016, clarified that the overlapping is 9.2 Kms and there is no legal impediment in
granting temporary permit to the petitioner as per the Ponnani – Chelari notification.
This authority has perused and considered the directions contained in the Judgment of Hon.
High Court of Kerala cited above.
Considered the representations and objections raised by other en-route operators as per law.
Even though Hon. High Court has clarified in its aforesaid judgment that there is no legal
impediment in granting a stage carriage permit through the proposed route, this authority is of
the opinion that a detailed examination of the route is required to affirm the overlapping
portion on the proposed route. Hence, the Secretary, RTA is directed to
1) enquire the matter again and submit a detailed report with sketch of the route with Ponnani
– Chelari notified portion. Further, file a review petition before the Hon. High Court after getting
a legal opinion, if required and place before this authority.
2) the applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988.
3) obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer and place before this
authority.
Hence, the decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.6
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Pookkaithakadavu – Puthenpalli. This authority has considered the application and perused
the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined
the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an inter-district route with total route length 29.1 Kms of which 21.6 Kms lies in
Malappuram District and 7.5 Kms lies in Thrissur District. Timings offered are 2.5 minutes per
running Kilometer. There is virgin portion (Thavalakkulam to Pookaithakadavu – 1.2 Kms).
Fare stages for the virgin portion was fixed by the route enquiry officer and the same has been
published and nobody has raised any objections on the same. Thus, this authority approved
the fare stages fixed by the route enquiry officer. There is an overlapping of 0.3 Kms with
notified route (Puthenpalli to Para) and the same is not objectionable as per the report of the
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enquiry officer. This authority has also considered the matter that the portion of the proposed
route overlaps a distance of 7.5 Kms with neighboring RTA, Thrissur. However the reporting
officer has not mentioned whether the portion in the neighboring district has an overlapping
with the notified portion or not. In the light of above observations, the Secretary, RTA is
directed to
1) obtain concurrence from Sister RTA Thrissur
2) obtain a road fitness certificate for the virgin portion from a competent authority
3) obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer; include in the
report and place before this authority and
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.7
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route PadaparambaPulamanthole-Chendi-Malappuram. This authority has considered the application and perused
the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined
the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra- district route with route length 44.5 Kms. There is virgin portion from
Palakkaparamba to Thora – 1.7 Kms. However road fitness certificate not produced & Fare
stages are not seen fixed by the enquiry officer. There is 2 Kms overlapping with the notified
route (Onappuda to Kolathur Police Station & Malappuram Kottappadi to Malappuram up Hill).
Timings proposed is 2.5 Minutes per running kilometer. The route enquiry officer has also
reported hat the present stage carriage operations are not enough to occupy the travelling
needs of the public. On verifying the proposed time schedule, most of the trips are operating in
the sector Chendi – Padapparamba-Malappuram.
Only early morning and late night trips are proposed to Kolathur – Pulamanthole. This
authority is of the view that this extension is only for a namesake to escape from the effect of
notification and this against the interest of the public and STUs.
In the light of above observations, the Secretary, RTA is directed to:
1) Obtain the fitness certificate from a competent authority for the virgin portion
mentioned in the report
2) Fare stages has to be fixed and published
3) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant in such a way that two more
additional trips to Kolathur-Pulamanthole sector during peak hours
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4) Obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer; include in the
report and place before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.8
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route ChattiparambaKadampuzha-Parappanangadi-Manjeri. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra- district route permit with total Route length 105.7 Kms. There is virgin no
portion and an overlapping of 4.9 Kms with the notified route (Chemmad to Kakkad – 3.0 Kms
and Malappuram Kizhakkethala to Up Hill – 1.9 Kms). The proposed timings are as per 2.5
Minutes per running kilometer. The route enquiry officer has also reported that the present
stage carriage operations are not enough to occupy the travelling needs of the public. As per
the proposed time schedule, the stage carriage starts its operation from 4.50 a.m. in the
morning to 10.54 in the night, the vehicle is continuously servicing about 18 hours. This is
against the provisions contained in labor laws. Further, from the time schedule it is clear that
the intension of the applicant is to operate on the well served route Parappanagadi – Manjeri.
Only morning and late night trips are scheduled for comparatively less served areas Kolathur –
Chattipparamba- Kadampuzha-Kottakkal, this is also against the interest of the travelling
pubic.
In the light of above observations, the Secretary, RTA is directed to modify the proposal in
consultation with the applicant in such a way that:
1) Total running time has to be restricted to 8-9 hours.
2) Re-arrange the trips in such a way that two more additional trips during peak hours
to comparatively less served areas like Kolathur – Chattipparamba- KadampuzhaKottakkal
3) Obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer; include in the
report and place before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
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Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No.9
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Padaparamba-Parappanangadi-Manjeri. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra- district route permit with total Route length 105.7 Kms. There is virgin no
portion and an overlapping of 4.9 Kms with the notified route (Chemmad to Kakkad – 3.0 Kms
and Malappuram Kizhakkethala to Up Hill – 1.9 Kms). The proposed timings are as per 2.5
Minutes per running kilometer. The route enquiry officer has also reported that the present
stage carriage operations are not enough to occupy the travelling needs of the public. As per
the proposed time schedule, the stage carriage starts its operation from 4.25 a.m. in the
morning to 10.50 in the night, the vehicle is continuously servicing about 18 hours. This is
against the provisions contained in labor laws. Further, from the proposed time schedule it is
clear that the intension of the applicant is to operate on the well served route Parappanagadi –
Manjeri. Only morning and late night trips are scheduled for comparatively less served areas
Kolathur–Chattipparamba-Kadampuzha-Kottakkal, this is also against the interest of the
travelling pubic.
In the light of above observations, the Secretary, RTA is directed to modify the proposal in
consultation with the applicant in such a way that:
1) Total running time has to be restricted to 8-9 hours.
2) Re-arrange the trips in such a way that two more additional trips during peak hours
to comparatively less served areas like Kolathur – Chattipparamba- KadampuzhaKottakkal
3) Obtain fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer; include in the
report and place before this authority.
Also, Secretary RTA has to submit
4) a report whether the proposed time schedule is in contradiction to the provisions
contained in Motor Transport Workers Act 1961
and place before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
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Item No.10
Heard the learned counsel for the applicant and objectors.
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Karachal –
Elankur as ordinary service.
This authority has considered the application.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
However the applicant is absent for open hearing and hence decision on this application is
adjourned.
Item No.11
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Chattiparamba –

Vengara. This authority has considered the application and perused the

documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the
report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 45.6 Kms. Timings offered are as per 2.5
minutes per running Kilometer. There is virgin portion (Puthuparamba to Mini Bazar via.
Mnhemad Plam and from Puthanangadi to Kacheripadi (RTA 29.09.2015; Item No. 1 –Granted
Fresh Regular Stage Carriage Permit). There is an overlapping of 500 Mts with notified route
(AVS College Jn to Puthuparamba). As per the report of the route enquiry officer, the proposed
route is not adequately served with bus services and the existing services are overload with
passengers. In the light of the above facts and findings this authority feels that there is no legal
impediment to grant a regular stage carriage permit on the proposed route.
Hence regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted
subject to settlement of timings in accordance with Order No.D3/875/05 of STA dtd
08/11/2011 and production of current records of a suitable stage carriage within thirty days of
communication of this decision as stipulated under Rule 159[2] of KMV Rules 1989 failing
which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further notice. This
authority is of the view that the request for extension of time should not be entertained for the
production of stage carriage under any circumstances.
Item No.12
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Kurbani–Kottakal–Kadambuzha–Vengara–Parankimoochikkal–Kadungathukundu.

This
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authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the
arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and
reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with route length 45 Kms; There is no virgin portion and there is
an overlapping of 1.2 Kms with notified sector. Timings are scheduled as per 2.5 Minutes for
one Kilometer. The reporting officer has also mentioned that the route proposed by the
applicant is not adequately served with bus services; existing services are overload with
passengers. In the light of the above facts and findings this authority feels that there is no legal
impediment to grant a regular stage carriage permit on the proposed route.
Hence regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted to the
S/C KL 65 H 5171 subject to settlement of timings in accordance with Order No.D3/875/05 of
STA dtd 08/11/2011 and production of current records of the above stage carriage within
thirty days of communication of this decision as stipulated under Rule 159[2] of KMV Rules
1989 failing which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further
notice. This authority is of the view that the request for extension of time should not be
entertained for the production of stage carriage under any circumstances.
Item No. 13
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route
Kizhisseri – Mongam (via) Karattpramba and Kavungapara as Ordinary Service. This authority
has considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments
of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the
following:
This is an intra- district route with total Route length 8.5 Kms. There is a virgin portion
of 2.1 Kms and an overlapping of 0.2 Kms with notified sector. Timing proposed is 2.5 Minutes
per Km. He has also reported that the present stage carriage operation is not enough to occupy
the passenger capacity. On further verification, it is seen that there is 2.1 Kms virgin portion
on the proposed route and road fitness certificate is not seen produced. Also, the fare stages
has to be fixed and published.
In the light of above observations, the Secretary, RTA is directed to
1) Obtain fitness certificate for the virgin portion from a competent authority;
2) Fix the fare stages and publish the same for objections from public, if any;
3) Obtain detailed list of fare stages for the entire route.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
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Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
And place the application before this authority for re-consideration. Hence decision on this
application is adjourned.
Item No. 14
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Manjeri- Pookkottumpadam- Tirur as OS. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 73.3 Kms. There is an overlapping of 3.5
Kms with notified portion and no virgin portion in the proposed route. He has also reported
that the present stage carriage service is not enough to occupy the passenger load. On further
verification of proposed time schedule by the applicant it is seen that the main focus of
operation of service is a well served area Manjeri – Malappuram – Kottakkal and Tirur. Only
name sake trips are proposed to comparatively less served area Wandoor – Pookkottumpadam.
This authority strongly feels that this is to escape from the effect of notified sector and which is
against the interest of passengers and STUs.
In the light of the above observations and findings this authority directs Secretary, RTA
to:
1) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant, in such a way that include at least
two more trips to Wanddor- Pookottumpadam sector during peak hours.
2) There is vehement objection from KSRTC and other en-route operators that the route
Manjeri – Tirur is oversaturated and there is no scope for a further bus service. This matter to
be examined further and hence obtain a specific report with adequate statistics on stage
carriage operations in Tirur – Manjeri route;
3) Obtain detailed list of fare stages for the entire route and place before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 15
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Neelanchery-Perinthalmanna-Manjeri. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
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This is an inter-district route with total route length of 108.3 Kms, in which 99.8 Kms lies in
Malappuram District and 8.5 Kms in Palakkad district. There is virgin portion from
Karuvarakkunde CT Road to Aanathanam – 3 Kms also from Panthra to Madari – 0.1 Kms.
Road fitness certificate from a competitive authority is seen obtained and the route enquiry
officer has fixed the fare stages for the virgin portion. The same is published and no major
objections seen raised by the public against the fixed fare stages. The route is inter-district in
nature and as per the route enquiry report 8.5 Kms lies in the jurisdiction of Sister RTA,
Palakkad. However the reporting officer has not mentioned whether there is any objectionable
overlapping or not; and any other legal impediment in granting a fresh stage carriage permit
through this route. In the light of the above findings and observation, this authority directs
Secretary RTA to:
1) Obtain concurrence from Sister RTA, Palakkad ascertaining whether there is any legal
impediment in sanctioning a fresh stage permit through the proposed route passing through
their jurisdiction or not;
2) Obtain the list of present fare stages for the entire route and place the application before
this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 16
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Melattur-Perinthalmanna-Karuvarakundu touching Kottathkunnu Colony, Chalava, Kerala
Estate/Madari and Edathanattukara. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an inter-district route with total route length 62.6 Kms of which 56.1 Kms lies in
Malappuram district and 6.5 Kms in Palakkad District. There is a virgin portion of 5.1 Kms
and an overlapping of 1.8 Kms with notified sector. Road fitness certificate is obtained and as
per the report there is no need to fix fare stages afresh. The route is inter-district in nature and
as per the route enquiry report 6.5 Kms lies in the jurisdiction of Sister RTA, Palakkad.
However the reporting officer has not mentioned whether there is any objectionable overlapping
or not; and any other legal impediment in granting a fresh stage carriage permit through this
route. In the light of the above findings and observation, this authority directs Secretary RTA
to:
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1) Obtain concurrence from Sister RTA, Palakkad to ascertain whether there is any legal
impediment in sanctioning a fresh stage permit through the proposed route passing through
their jurisdiction or not;
2) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant in such a way that there should be at
least two more trips to Kottothukunne Colony via Ayilakkad;
3) Obtain the list of present fare stages for the entire route and place the application before
this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 17
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Tirur-Kottakkal. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in
detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the
route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with route length 89.4 Kms. Also, there is an overlapping of 4.2
Kms and no virgin portion in the proposed route. The applicant has offered the stage carriage
KL 40 C 1947 There is vehement objection on the total overlapping distance on the proposed
route. On verification of time schedule it is observed that vehicle starts its operation at 4.00
a.m. in the morning and halt at 10.15 p.m. The vehicle is in service about 18 hours in a day. It
is also observed from the proposed time schedule that trips to Tanalur, Kondotty and
Puthanathani are namesake and this is just to escape from the effect of notification. The
intention of the applicant is to operate trips in Tirur – Kottakkal sector. Also, as per the
proposed time schedule, the time taken for Kozhichina to Vengara is 08 minutes; this is also
has to be verified. In view of the above observations and findings this authority is of the view
that this application in this form is not maintainable and this is not public friendly. The
Secretary, RTA is directed to:
1) Re-enquire the notified portion in the proposed route
2) Submit a report whether the proposed time schedule is in contradiction to the provisions
contained in Motor Transport Workers Act 1961
3) Further modify the time schedule with two more trips to Kondotty and Tanalur in
consultation with the applicant.
4) re-enquire whether the time schedule is as per Order No.D3/875/05 of STA dtd 08/11/2011
or not.
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5) obtain the list of fare stages for the entire portion from the route enquiry officer and place
before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 18
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Vengara
– Kottakkal. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in
detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the
route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 11.7 Kms. There is an overlapping
of 0.5 Kms with notified route and no virgin portion on the proposed route. The route enquiry
officer has also reported that the time proposed is 2.5 minutes per kilometer and the route is
mainly through ill-served areas. However on verification of time schedule, it is observed that
the applicant is proposed only two trips to comparatively ill-served area, Vattapparamba. In the
light of the above observations and findings this authority directs the Secretary, RTA to:
1) modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant with two more trips to
Vattapparamba during peak hours
2) Obtain the fare stages for the entire route
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 19
This to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Pandikkad –
Manjeri – Puzhakkavu – Nellikkuth Schol – Chundamanna. This authority has considered the
application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant
and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with 42.5 Kms route length. There is no overlapping with notified
portion and a virgin portion 3.3 Kms. Road fitness certificate is seen produced and fare stages
for the virgin portion has fixed by the Motor Vehicle Inspector, Malappuram. The same is
notified along with the RTA agenda. However in the proposed fare stages, route enquiry officer
has not mentioned the intermediate points and distances. Similarly the applicant has not
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mentioned the intermediate points in the time schedule. Thus, from the report, this authority
could not make a right approach on this application.
In the light of the above findings and observations, the Secretary RTA is directed to:
1) Modify the application with all intermediate points and line of traverse in the time schedule
2) Obtain a specific report from the route enquiry officer with clear fixation of fare stages
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 20
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Omanoor –
Pulikkal. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail;
considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route
enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra district route with total route length 24 Kms. There is an overlapping of 1.1
Kms and no virgin portion. Timings offered is as per 2.5 Minutes per Kilometer. Route Enquiry
Officer has also pointed out that the present stage carriage operation is not enough to occupy
the passenger load of the route. However, the applicant has proposed only one trip to Kondotty.
Total route length is 24 Kms and the maximum permissible limit is 1.2 Kms. There were
objections on the exact overlapping distance in the open hearing of this authority and this
authority strongly feels that a re-enquiry is necessary in this regard. In the light of the above
observations and findings this authority directs the Secretary RTA to:
1) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant in such a way that increase two more
trips to Kondotty.
2) Conduct a re-enquiry on the matter to ascertain the exact distance of overlapping with
notified portion
3) Obtain the list of all fare stages for the entire route from route enquiry officer .
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 21
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Kondotty –
Edavannappara. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in
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detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the
route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 28.8 Kms. There is an overlapping of 1.1
Kms with the notified portion and no virgin portion in the proposed route. The applicant has
produced the current records of the stage carriage KL 10 R 4428. Proposed timings are at the
rate 2.5 Minutes per Kilometer. The route enquiry officer has also reported that the most of the
stage carriages operating through this route is overloaded with passengers.
There were objections on the exact overlapping distance in the open hearing of this authority
and this authority strongly feels that a re-enquiry is necessary in this regard. In the light of the
above observations and findings this authority directs the Secretary RTA to:
1) Conduct a re-enquiry on the matter to ascertain the exact distance of overlapping with
notified portion
2) Obtain the list of all fare stages for the entire route from route enquiry officer
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 22
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Kuzhippuram Kavala – Vengara – Kottakkal. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 21.1 Kms. There is an overlapping of 0.5
Kms with notified sector and no virgin portion in the proposed route. Proposed timings are at
the rate of 2.5 Minutes per Kilometer. As per the report, the proposed route is not adequately
served with bus services; existing services are overload with passengers. The route enquiry
officer has affirmed that there is a need for more bus services; however the applicant has
proposed only single to and fro trips to underserved area, Kuzhippuram kavala. In the light of
the above observations and findings this authority directs the Secretary RTA to:
1) Modify the proposal with two more single to and fro trips to under-served area Kuzhippuram
Kavala.
2) Obtain the fare stages for the entire route and place before this authority.
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
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Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 23
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Poolamangalam
– Valanchery. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in
detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the
route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an inter-district route having route length of 56.8 Kms, of which 47.3 Kms lies in
Malappuram District and 9.5 Kms lies in Palakkad District. As per the route enquiry report
there is a virgin portion of 1.9 Kms and 2.2 Kms overlapping with notified sector. Timings
proposed is at the rate of 2.5 Minutes per Kilometer. The reporting officer has also submitted
that there is no direct stage carriage operation through the entire route. Present stage carriage
operations are not enough to occupy the travelling needs of the public. However, As per the
report, portion of the route (9.5 Kms) lies in the jurisdiction of Sister RTA, Palakkad and the
reporting officer has not clearly mentioned whether there is any legal impediment in issuing a
permit in the overlapping portion in Palakkad District. This authority strongly feels that an
opinion from Sister RTA, Palakkad is highly essential to take a right approach to this
application. Again, as per the report there is a virgin portion of 1.9 Kms. Road fitness certificate
is essential for a stage carriage operation through virgin portion. Moreover the reporting officer
has not fixed the fare stages for the virgin portion. In the light of the above findings and
observations this authority directs Secretary, RTA to:
1) Obtain concurrence from Sister RTA, Palakkad specifying whether the proposed route
overlaps with any of the notified sectors in their jurisdiction and/or there is any other legal
impediment in granting a fresh stage carriage permit through the above mentioned portion in
their jurisdiction.
2) Obtain a road fitness certificate from a competent authority for the virgin portion mentioned
in the report; the route enquiry office has to fix the fare stages for the virgin portion and
publish the same seeking objection from public, if any;
3) Also obtain a list of fare stages for the entire route
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
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Item No. 24
Deleted. Duplication of agenda.
Item No. 25
This is to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route Padapparamba
– Malappuram – Chappanangadi. This authority has considered the application and perused
the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined
the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district permit with total roué length 32 Kms. There is an overlapping of 1.6
Kms. with notified portion and no virgin portion on the proposed route. The proposed time
schedule is at the rate of 2.5 Minutes per Kilometer. As per the report of the enquiry officer,
there is no direct stage carriage operation in the entire route and the present stage carriage
operations are not enough to occupy the travelling needs of the public. On further verification
of the time schedule, extension to Kadampuzha is only namesake. The stage carriage starts its
operation at 4.35 a.m. and halts at 9.10 p.m. There is a almost continuous operation of 17
hours every day. There is vehement objection from KSRTC on the full route length and
overlapping distance. In the light of the above findings and observations this authority directs
Secretary, RTA to:
1) Re-enquire the application and report the total route length and overlapping route length
with notified portion.
2) Submit a report whether the proposed time schedule is in contradiction to the provisions
contained in Motor Transport Workers Act 1961
3) Modify the proposal with two more trips to Kadampuzha.
4) Obtain the complete list of fare stages for the entire route
The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence, decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 26
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Kadampuzha-Parappanangadi-Manjeri-Kondotty. This authority has considered the application
and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with route length 108.1 Kms. There is an overlapping of 5.6 Kms
and no virgin portion in the proposed route. As per the proposed time schedule, the stage
carriage is operating service for about 18 hours every day (from 5.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m.). Also,
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it is clear from the application that the trips proposed to Kadampuzha, Kottakkal and Kondotty
are namesake. These extensions are to escape from the effect of overlapping with notified
sector. The intention of the applicant is to operate service in the well served Parappanangadi –
Manjeri sector. There is vehement objection in the open hearing of this authority in this regard
and we are of the view that these objections are maintainable. There is objection that the
vehicle produced by the applicant is having regular permit in another route. In the light of the
above observations and findings:
1) The overlapping with notified portion is objectionable as per Clause 5 (c), G.O. (P) No.
42/2009/Trans. Dtd. 14.07.2009.
2) Operating a stage carriage service continuously for 18 hours every day is not acceptable with
respect to safety aspects and moreover this is against the directions contained in Motor
Transport Workers Act 1961.
3) Time schedule proposed by the applicant is not maintainable.
Hence the application for fresh regular stage carriage permit on the above route is rejected.
Item No. 27
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Kadampuzha-Parappanangadi-Manjeri-Kondotty. This authority has considered the application
and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with route length 108.1 Kms. There is an overlapping of 5.6 Kms
and no virgin portion in the proposed route. As per the proposed time schedule, the stage
carriage is operating service for about 19 hours every day (from 4.15 a.m. to 11.10 p.m.). Also,
it is clear from the application that the trips proposed to Kadampuzha, Kottakkal and Kondotty
are namesake. These extensions are to escape from the effect of overlapping with notified
sector. The intention of the applicant is to operate service in the well served Parappanangadi –
Manjeri sector. There is vehement objection in the open hearing of this authority in this regard
and we are of the view that these objections are maintainable. In the light of the above
observations and findings:
1) The overlapping with notified portion is objectionable as per Clause 5 (c), G.O. (P) No.
42/2009/Trans. Dtd. 14.07.2009.
2) Operating a stage carriage service continuously for 19 hours every day is not acceptable with
respect to safety aspects and moreover this is against the directions contained in Motor
Transport Workers Act 1961.
3) Time schedule proposed by the applicant is not maintainable.
Hence the application for fresh regular stage carriage permit on the above route is rejected.
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Item No. 28
This is to consider the application for fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route
Vengara – Kottakkal. This authority has considered the application and perused the
documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the
report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with route length 10.1 Kms. There is an overlapping of 0.5 Kms
with notified sector and no virgin portion on the proposed route. The route enquiry officer has
further reported that the route is not adequately served with bus services and the existing
services are overloaded with passengers. Timing proposed is at the rate of 2.5 Minutes per
Kilometer. In the light of the above observations and findings this authority feels that there is
no legal impediment to grant a regular stage carriage permit on the proposed route.
Hence regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted
subject to settlement of timings in accordance with Order No.D3/875/05 of STA dtd
08/11/2011 and production of current records of a suitable stage carriage within thirty days of
communication of this decision as stipulated under Rule 159[2] of KMV Rules 1989 failing
which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further notice. This
authority is of the view that the request for extension of time should not be entertained for the
production of stage carriage under any circumstances.
Item No. 29
This is an application to consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route
Karuvarakundu- Manjeri. This authority has considered the application and perused the
documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the
report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
Total intra-district route length is 103.3 Kms and there are five termini on the proposed route.
The route overlaps with notified portion for a distance of 5 Kms and which is not objectionable.
There is no virgin portion and the fare stages are already been fixed. The route enquiry officer
further reported that portion of the route, Karuvarakkunde – Manjeri – Keezhattur – Wandoor
is ill served.
In the light of the above findings and observations, Secretary RTA is directed to:
1) Report whether operating a stage carriage service from 5.15 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. (about 17
hours) is acceptable as per the directions contained in Motor Transport Workers Act 1961 or
not.
2) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant in such a way that add two more trips
to moderately served area Karuvarakkunde during peak hours.
3) Obtain complete list of fare stages for the entire route from the route enquiry officer
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The applicant is directed to furnish the details of the vehicle to which the fresh permit is
sought for, such as registration mark, type of vehicle, Seating Capacity and Maximum Laden
Weight etc. required by item No. 6 to 8 in Form P.St.S.A as per section 70[1] Clause[f] of Motor
Vehicles Act 1988 and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 30
Heard.
This is to consider the application for regular permit in respect of the Stage Carriage KL-156180 for a period of five years on the route Tirur – Manjeri, Via Malappuram Kottakkal as OS
from the M.D. KSRTC. Objections were considered and over ruled. This authority has verified
the application in detail and regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the
application is granted.
Item No. 31
Heard.
This is to consider the application for regular permit in respect of the Stage Carriage KL-156620 for a period of five years on the route Tirur – Manjeri, Via Malappuram Kottakkal as OS
from the M.D. KSRTC. This authority has verified the application in detail and regular stage
carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted.
Item No: 32
Heard.
This is to consider the application for regular permit in respect of the Stage Carriage KL-155089 for a period of five years on the route Tirur – Manjeri, Via Malappuram Kottakkal as OS
from the M.D. KSRTC. This authority has verified the application in detail and regular stage
carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted.
Item No. 33
Heard.
This is to consider the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c for twenty
days to operate on the circular route Manjeri IGBT – Manjeri SHBT. This authority has
considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of
the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the
following:
The intention of the applicant is to operate a circular service in Majeri Town. Reported route
length is about 6 Kms. There is no virgin portion and no overlapping with the notified sector.
However there is vehement objection in the open hearing of RTA that there is notified sector in
the proposed route. The urgent temporary need is said to be due to a traffic re-arrangement
proposed by the traffic regulatory committee, Majeri.
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In obedience to the directions contained in the judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala in WP(C)
No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015, this authority has considered the proposal for traffic
regulations for stage carriages in Manjeri Town held on 06.01.2016 in Item no. 156 and
directed the Traffic regulatory committee, Manjeri to get the approval of this authority before
making any changes in the traffic regulations, especially that with stage carriages in Majeri
town. No such application from Traffic Regulatory Committee is pending consideration before
this authority and hence no such traffic regulations or re-arrangements are in existence at
present.
Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 Rule 2 (ca) defines City or Town Service as, service plying
within the perimeter of a City or Municipal town, notified as City or Town Service, by the
Government, and both the terminals of which shall not extend beyond five kilometers from the
city or town limit. None of these conditions are applicable in this case and hence this cannot be
considered under the preview of a City or Town service.
In the light of the above observation, this authority could not find any urgent particular
temporary need for a stage carriage temporary permit u/s 87(1) c as a circular service in
Manjeri Town. More over a circular service within the town limit will again increase traffic
congestion and thus, we are of the opinion that this is not a viable, public friendly proposal.
Hence the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c on the above mentioned
route is rejected.
Item No. 34
Heard.
This is to consider the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c for four
months to operate on the circular route Manjeri Seethi Haji Memorial Bus Stand – I G B T Bus
Stand. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail;
considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route
enquiry officer and reveals the following:
The intention of the applicant is to operate a circular service in Majeri Town. Reported route
length is about 6 Kms. There is no virgin portion and no overlapping with the notified sector.
However there is vehement objection in the open hearing of RTA that there is notified sector in
the proposed route. The urgent temporary need is said to be due to a traffic re-arrangement
proposed by the traffic regulatory committee, Majeri.
In obedience to the directions contained in the judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala in WP(C)
No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015, this authority has considered the proposal for traffic
regulations for stage carriages in Manjeri Town held on 06.01.2016 in Item no. 156 and
directed the Traffic regulatory committee, Manjeri to get the approval of this authority before
making any changes in the traffic regulations, especially that with stage carriages in Majeri
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town. No such application from Traffic Regulatory Committee is pending consideration before
this authority and hence no such traffic regulations or re-arrangements are in existence at
present.
Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 defines City or Town Service means a service plying within
the parameter of a City or Municipal town, notified as City or Town Service, by the
Government, and both the terminals of which shall not extend beyond five kilometers from the
city or town limit. None of this conditions are applicable in this case and hence this cannot be
considered under the preview of a City or Town service.
In the light of the above observation, this authority could not find any urgent particular
temporary need for a stage carriage temporary permit u/s 87(1) c as a circular service in
Manjeri Town. More over a circular service within the town limit will again increase traffic
congestion and thus, we are of the opinion that this is not a viable, public friendly proposal.
Hence the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c on the above mentioned
route is rejected.
Item No. 35
Heard.
This is to consider the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c for to operate
on the circular route Manjeri Seethi Haji Memorial Bus Stand – I G B T Bus Stand. This
authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail;
The intention of the applicant is to operate a circular service in Majeri Town. Reported route
length is about 6 Kms. There is no virgin portion and no overlapping with the notified sector.
However there is vehement objection in the open hearing of RTA that there is notified sector in
the proposed route. The urgent temporary need is said to be due to a traffic re-arrangement
proposed by the traffic regulatory committee, Majeri.
In obedience to the directions contained in the judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala in WP(C)
No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015, this authority has considered the proposal for traffic
regulations for stage carriages in Manjeri Town held on 06.01.2016 in Item no. 156 and
directed the Traffic regulatory committee, Manjeri to get the approval of this authority before
making any changes in the traffic regulations, especially that with stage carriages in Majeri
town. No such application from Traffic Regulatory Committee is pending consideration before
this authority and hence no such traffic regulations or re-arrangements are in existence at
present.
Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 defines City or Town Service means a service plying within
the parameter of a City or Municipal town, notified as City or Town Service, by the
Government, and both the terminals of which shall not extend beyond five kilometers from the
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city or town limit. None of these conditions are applicable in this case and hence this cannot be
considered under the preview of a City or Town service.
In the light of the above observation, this authority could not find any urgent particular
temporary need for a stage carriage temporary permit u/s 87(1) c as a circular service in
Manjeri Town. More over a circular service within the town limit will again increase traffic
congestion and thus, we are of the opinion that this is not a viable, public friendly proposal.
Hence the application for temporary stage carriage permit u/s 87(1) c on the above mentioned
route is rejected.
Item No. 36
Heard.
This is to consider the application for regular variation in respect of the vehicle KL 53 2465,
operating on the route Chalikkal –Perintalmanna –Kodalipoyil with the strength of the Regular
Permit valid from 15.02.2015 to 14.02.2020. The application is to provide two additional single
trips between Pothukallu and Chalikkal by trip curtailment from Pothukkallu to Kodalipoyil.
This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered
the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer
and reveals the following:
The proposed variation is to provide additional 2 single trips between Pothukkallu and
Chalikkal by trip Curtailment from Pothukkallu to Kodalipoyil.

There is no extension or

deviation or overlapping on notified route/nationalization scheme due to Variation, and there is
no virgin portion originated. However, there is a trip curtailment of 04 Kms., from Pothukkallu
to Kodalipoyil at 7.30 p.m. from Pothukallu and 8.00 p.m. from Koodalipoyil. There is a trip
Variation of 08 Kms., from Pothukkallu to chalikkal. The route enquiry officer has further
reported that there is no violation of Clause 19 of the Notification N0. 42/2009, due to the
proposed variation. Even though additional trips to Chalikkal will be beneficial to the travelling
public, the proposed curtailment of trips from Pothukallu to Kodalipoyil will affect the interest
of public of that area, curtailment is 04 kms., and additional trip is 08 kms., hence, total
variation is 12 kms.
In the light of above observations and findings, this authority is of the view that the proposed
curtailment of trips from Pothukallu to Kodalipoyil is against the interest of the public.
Regional Transport Authorities are constituted to consider applications and grant permit for
providing better travelling facility to the public.

In view of the aforesaid facts and

circumstances, this authority is not convinced on the need of variation of permit condition as
per 80(3) of MV Act. Hence the application for variation of permit is rejected.
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Item No. 37
Heard.
This is to consider the application for regular variation in respect of the vehicle KL 59 A 1200,
operating on the route Manjeri –Manjeri

with the strength of the Regular Permit valid from

01.04.2016 to 31.03.2021. The application is for extension from Amarambalam to
Pookkoottumpadam via Anachammiles (up & down) on the existing regular route without
curtailment. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in
detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the
route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
The proposed variation is for extension from Amarambalam to Pookkoottumpadam via
Anachammiles(up & down) on the existing regular route without curtailment. There is no
deviation or curtailment

or trip variation or overlapping on notified route/nationalization

Scheme due to Variation and there is no virgin portion. No violation of Clause 19 of the
Notification N0. 42/2009 is not violated. The proposed extension will be beneficial to the
travelling Public on the route Amarambalam to Pookkoottumpadam. No time changes except in
respect of the halting trips time from Amarambalam up to Wandoor. Total variation is only for
05 kms without any sort of trip curtailment. Section 80(3) is not violated.
In the light of the above findings and observation, this authority feels that the request for
variation complies with Section 80(3) of MV Act 1988. Hence the application for variation is
granted subject to production of current records of KL 59 A 1200 within one month from the
date of communication of the decision failing which the grant of this variation will be treated as
revoked without further notice and subject to settlement of timings.
Item No. 38
Heard.
This is to Consider the application for regular variation in respect of the vehicle KL 11 Q 6305,
operating on the route Kalikavu –Kozhikode Palayam Bus stand with the strength of Regular
Permit valid from 22.04.2016 TO 21.04.2021. The application is for change of halting place
from Kalikavu to Areacode with time changes on the existing route.

This authority has

considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of
the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the
following:
The proposed variation is for change of halting place from Kalikavu to Areacode with time
changes on the existing route. There is no deviation or curtailment or extension or due to
Variation and there is no virgin portion. Route Enquiry Officer has reported that no violation of
Clause 19 of the Notification N0. 42/2009.

There is an overlapping of 746 Mts. from CPA

junction at Edavanna from Edavanna to Jamalangadi on Notified Route Kozhikode –
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Vazhikadavu on the existing route.

This authority has considered the submission by the

applicant. He has submitted that
1. The service is rendering loss
2. Not much passengers for the halting and starting trip
3. There is another vehicle operating in in the same route after his vehicle from Areacode
4. Change of halting place is sought by time revision
5. Workers of the vehicle is not getting sufficient rest
This authority considered these factors as per law and overruled. KSRTC has vehemently
objected this variation stating that the variation sought is through the notified sector and the
same cannot be allowed as per law. As per the report of MVI, variation in the route and time in
the early morning trip from Kalikavu to Areacode and in the night trip from Areacode to
Kalikavu will affect morning passengers and night passengers on the above sector. In the light
of the above findings and observations:
1. There is an overlapping of 0.746 Kms with notified sector
2. Variation in the route and time in the early morning trip from Kalikavu to Areacode and in
the night trip from Areacode to Kalikavu will affect morning passengers and night passengers
on the above sector.
3. Change of halting place is violation of section 80(3) of MV Act.
In view of the above findings and recommendations of the field officer this authority is of the
opinion that the application for variation is not legally maintainable and hence rejected.
Item No. 39
Heard.
This is to consider the application for variation of permit in respect of the Stage Carriage

KL

10 R 1112 on the route Wandoor-Mukkam. Regular Permit 10/618/1997 valid up to
31/08/2017. The permit holder applied for Extension from Mukkam to Thamarassery Via
Omassery, Koodathai, and Chungam on the existing regular route. This authority has
considered the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of
the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the
following:
The total distance of variation is 15.km

and the route length after variation is 64.1 KM. The

proposed extension is in Kozhikkode district. As per the report, presently there is no direct bus
service from Wandoor to Thamarasseri. Grant of extension to Thamarasseri will provide direct
service and it will increase travelling facility of the general public. There is no route curtailment
or trip curtailment. Further, the route between Chungam to Thamarassery 1 km is in notified
portion.

There were vehement objections on this variation from other en-route operators

including from KSRTC in the open hearing of this authority. As far as the stage carriage
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operation is concerned, the requested route is well-served. Proposed variation is through the
notified portion and which is a violation of clause 19 of G.O. (P) No. 42/2009/Trans. Dtd.
14.07.2009. In the light of the above observations and findings, this authority is not convinced
on the need of variation of permit condition as per 80(3) of MV Act. Hence the application for
variation of permit is rejected.
Item No. 40
Heard the learned counsel.
This is to consider the application for variation of permit in respect of the Stage Carriage

KL

10 T 9720 on the route Muttiyal - Nilambur Touching Moolapaam. Regular Permit 10/132/01
valid up to 18/04/2021. The permit holder applied for change of halting place from Idivanna
To Murikanhiram and for two additional trips between Akampadam and Erumamunda via
Chembankolli and time changes on the existing regular route. This authority has considered
the application and perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the
applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the
following:
As per the report of the route enquiry officer, the change of halting place form Idivanna
to Murikanhiram, will result in the curtailment of trips Murikanhiram to Nilambur at 7.22 pm
and Nilambur to Idivanna at 9.00 pm. This will be adversely affect the travelling public. New
trips will be introduced from Murikanhiram to Nilambur at 5.42 am and Nilambur to
Moolappadam at 7.05 am. These trips will be beneficial for travelling public. Additional trips
between Akampadam and Erumamunda at 4.35 pm will be beneficial to travelling public since
it passes through ill served interior area. Total distance of variation is 11.5 km and route
length after variation is 30.7 km. No new portion is originated. Clause 19 of the notification no.
42/2009 is not violated. Changing of halting place is the violation of section 80(3) of MV act.
Thus,
1) Change of halting place is violation of section 80(3) of MV Act.
2) Curtailment of trips will adversely affect the travelling public.
In view of the above findings and recommendations of the field officer this authority is of the
opinion that the application for variation is not legally maintainable and hence rejected.
Item No. 41
Heard the learned counsel.
To consider the application for variation of permit in respect of the Stage Carriage

KL 10 AH

531 on the route Pilakkal-Nellikunnu. Regular Permit 10/119/2001 valid upto 06/04/2021.
The permit holder applied to extend the trip from Nellikkunnu to Amayoor and for deviating 4
trips from Chengana to Millumpadi via Amayankode instead of via

Kacherippadi on the

existing regular route. This authority has considered the application and perused the
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documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the
report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
The route enquiry officer has reported that the total distance of variation is 9.4 km

and the

route length after variation is 38.2 Km. This application involves
Extension of route from Nellikkunnu to Amayoor 1.5 km,
Deviation of route from Chengana to Millumpadi 3.9 km and
Curtailment of route from Chengana to Millumpadi 4.00 km.
Nellikkunnu –Amayoor is ill-served area and the proposed extension will be beneficial for the
travelling public; similarly proposed deviation of the service to operate through Amayamkode
will be beneficial for the travelling public of that area and in the same time, curtailment of trips
via Kacherippadi will affect the public of that area. This authority also feels that this is aginst
the interest of the public and Regional Transport Authorities are constituted to consider
applications and grant permit for providing better travelling facility to the public. Further
verification of time schedule revealed that the applicant has also changed some of the existing
timings and we are of the opinion that the intention of the applicant is also revision of existing
timings. In the light of the above observations and findings, this authority is not convinced on
the need of variation of permit condition as per 80(3) of MV Act. Hence the application for
variation of permit is rejected.
Item No. 42
Heard the learned counsel.
This is to re-consider the application for variation of permit in respect of the Stage Carriage KL55 L 8082 on the route Tirur – Puthanathani as ordinary service.

Regular permit

10/80004/2007 valid up to 02.04.2017. The permit holder has applied to deviate the starting
single trip from Tirur to Puthanathani via Ezhur, Vyrangode, Patternadakkavu, instead of Via
Iringavur and Kadungathukundu without changing existing timing on the existing regular
route. This authority has considered the application and perused the documents in detail;
considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors; examined the report of the route
enquiry officer and reveals the following:
The matter was placed before this authority held on 04.02.2015 vide item No.37 and adjourned
the same for specific report with adequate statistical evidence and place before next RTA. Now
the MVI on 08.03.2015 has reported that the applicant in his request dated 31.12.2015
modified the time schedule and furnished a fresh set of timings providing additional trip from
Puthanathani to Tirur via Iringavur by retaining the starting trip.

As per modified time

schedule, one additional trip is also proposed from Tirur to Puthanathani Via Vairankode;
Further, there is no curtailment of trips. Additional trips on the route Tirur – Puthanathani
route will be highly beneficial to the travelling public. There is no notified sector; Clause 19 of
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the Notification No.42/2009 is not violated.

Objections raised against this application was

heard and overruled.
In the light of the above findings and observations, this authority feels that the request for
variation complies with Section 80(3) of MV Act 1988. Hence the application for variation is
granted subject to production of current records of KL-55 L 8082 within one month from the
date of communication of the decision failing which the grant of this variation will be treated as
revoked without further notice and subject to settlement of timings.
Item No. 43
Heard the learned counsel.
To consider the application for variation of permit in respect of the Stage Carriage KL-55 H
5670

on the route Changaramkulam -

Valanchery via Edappal Kuttipuram as ordinary

service. Regular permit 10/810/1995 valid up to 09.02.2020. The permit holder applied for
variation of permit providing extension from Moodal to Karthala Chunkam (4 single trips) by
curtailment from Moodal to Valanchery. The Secretary RTA has submitted an Erratum Agenda
for rectifying a typing error due to clerical oversight in the published agenda that in the last
column of Timing Schedule, Karthala Chungam is mistakenly typed as Valancherry. The
submission is considered and approved. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors;
examined the report of the route enquiry officer and reveals the following:
The permit holder has applied for variation of permit providing extension from Moodal to
Karthala Chunkam(4 single trips) by curtailing trips from Moodal to Valanchery. The request is
for an extension of trip from Moodal to Karthala Chungam 1.8 km and curtailment of trips
from Moodal to Valanchery 4.5 kms; Total distance of variation 6.3 kms and Route length after
variation 31.3 kms.
There were many objections, including that of Private Bus Owners Association against this
variation application under the assumption that the variation is sought for Valancherry. Since
the erratum agenda is considered and approved, these objections were considered and
overruled.
Further, on analyzing the time schedule, last two trips from Kuttippuram to Changaramkulam
and then to Chalisseri and return to Kuttippuram were curtailed. This was not mentioned in
the application and the same was not reflected in the notes submitted by the Secretary, RTA.
In the light of the above findings and observations, this authority feels that a specific report
from the Secretary, RTA is highly essential on the curtailment of last two trips to
Changaramkulam and Chalisserry to take a right approach on this application.
Hence the Secretary, RTA is directed to place a specific report on the same and place before
this authority. Decision on this application is adjourned.
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Item No. 44
Heard the learned counsel.
This is to consider the application for Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of Permit as
LSOS in respect of the stage carriage KL 46 H 6000 operating on the route Thelpara –Thrissur
(via)

Vengaparathi-Pookkoottumpadam-Nilambur-Edavanna-Manjeri-Malappuram-Kottakkal-

Edappal-Perumbilavu-Kunnakulam as LSFP. This authority has considered the application and
perused the documents in detail; considered the arguments of the applicant and objectors and
reveals the following:
The inter district regular permits issued to the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast
Passenger was expired on 09.09.2016. Vide GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the
Government of Kerala prevented the operation of private stage carriages as Super Class
services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd 20/08/2015, Government of Kerala have
directed all Regional Transport Authorities to issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to
those private stage carriages which had been operated as higher class service such as Fast
Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the permits of which were subsequently rejected by the
Regional Transport Authorities as a result of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO
No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/ KL 46 H 6000 had applied for 4 months
temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience to the
direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule and
stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from SuperFast to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route is an inter district route and the
route is passing through the jurisdictions of Sister RTA, Thrissur; concurrence of the
authorities concerned are necessary for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service.
Hence Secretary RTA is permitted to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities
having jurisdiction of more than 20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is
further directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4
months to continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the
permit holder with a rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary
service and a detailed fare stage and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of
STA on the age of the buses for being operated as Ordinary limited stop services and
the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the feasibility of the list of stops proposed
with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before re-issuing the temporary
permit.
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Item No. 45
Heard the learned counsel.
This is to consider the application for Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of Permit as
LSOS in respect of the stage carriage KL 11 AQ 8919, operating on the route Thrissur –
Kozhikode Via Kunnakulam-Edappal-Kuttippuram-Valancherry-Kottakkal-KolappuramUniversity And Feroke NB as LSFP.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 08.08.2014. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/ KL 11 AQ 8919 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Thrissur –
Kozhikkode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is
further directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4
months to continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the
permit holder with a rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary
service and a detailed fare stage and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of
STA on the age of the buses for being operated as Ordinary limited stop services and
the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the feasibility of the list of stops proposed
with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before re-issuing the temporary
permit.
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Item No. 46
This is to re-consider the Application For Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of
Permit as LSOS

in respect of the stage carriage KL 18 K 2079,

operating on the

route

Kuttiadi –Guruvayur Via Ulliyeri, Atholi, Parangadi, Kozhikode, Feroke NB, Ramanattukara,
changuvetty without touching Kottakkal Bus Stand, Valancheri, Kuttippuram, Edappal and
Kunnamkulam as LSFP.
The matter were taken for consideration by this authority in its Meeting held on 11.07.2016
in item No. 124, but the decision were adjourned, since the Applicant was absent.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 23.06.2014. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 18 K 2079 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Kuttiadi –
Guruvayur is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
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feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 47
This is to consider the Application For Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of Permit
as LSOS in respect of the stage carriage KL 56 E 8574, operating on the route Kannur –
Thrissur Via Thalasserry, Vadakara, Koyilandy, Kozhikode, Feroke NB,University, Kolappuram,
Kottakkal, Vettichira, Kuttipuram, Kunnamkulam, Kecheri & Poonkunnam as LSFP.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 10.11.2014. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 56 E 8574 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Kannur –Thrissur
is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of four other
Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary for the
renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted to seek
concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than 20
kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
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Item No. 48
This is to consider the Application For Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of Permit
as LSOS in respect of the stage carriage KL 11 AR 4959, operating on the route ThalasserryGuruvayur Via Vadakara, Koyilandi,Kozhikode,Ramanattukara, Kolappuram, Valancheri,
Kuttippuram, Edappal, Kunnamkulam without touching Kottakkal Bus Stand as LSFP.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 16.06.2014. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 11 AR 4959 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route ThalasserryGuruvayur is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of four
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 49
This is to consider the Application For Renewal of the Permit and Regular Variation of Permit
as LSOS in respect of the stage carriage KL 59 E 69, operating on the route Kozhikode-
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Palakkad Via Feroke N.B,Kara, Kondotty, Malappuram,P,Manna,Mannarkkad,Mundur And
Olavakode As LSFP.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 15.02.2015. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 59 E 69 had applied for 4 months
temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience to the
direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule and
stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route KozhikodePalakkad is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 50
This is to reconsider the application for regular variation of permit as LSOS in Respect of the
stage carriage Carriage KL-10 AM 6398 operating on the route Thamarassery- Thrissur- Vi
Omasseri-

Mukkam-

Kunnamkulam as LSFP.

Areacode-

Manjeri-

Mankada-

Perinthalmanna-

Pattambi-

And
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RTA held on 23/07/2016 vide item No. 30 decided to seek concurrences from sister RTAs
Kozhikkode and Thrissur. Before getting these concurrences, Government has issued
GO(P)No.73/2013/Trans dated 16/07/2014.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 17.01.2014. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL-10 AM 6398 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route ThamarasseryThrissur is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 51
This is to consider the application for renewal and regular variation of permit as LSOS

in

respect of the stage carriage Stage To consider Carriage KL-08 BE 2700 operating on the route
Vadakkanchery-Kozhikode,

Via

Karumathara,

Ramavarmapuram Thrissur, Kunnamkulam

as LS FP.

Punnamparamba,

Kundukad,
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This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 23.02.2015. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL-08 BE 2700 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route VadakkancheryKozhikode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 52
This is to consider the application for renewal and regular variation of permit as LSOS

in

respect of the stage carriage Stage To consider Carriage KL-08 BH 1199 operating on the route
Thrissur-

Kozhikode

touching

Guruvayoor,

Via

Kunnamkulam,

Edappal,

Kuttipuram

Changuvetty Kolapuram as LS FP
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 24.04.2016. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
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of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL-08 BH 1199 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route ThrissurKozhikode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 53
This is to consider the application for renewal and regular variation of permit as LSOS in
respect of the stage carriage KL-18 G 7299 (replaced by KL 10 AP 4647 on Hire agreement)
operating on the route Palakkad-Kozhikode, Via Mannarkkad, Perinthalmanna, Malappuram
and Kondotty touching Manjeri as LSFP.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 29.01.2015. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
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operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL-18 G 7299 (replaced by KL 10 AP
4647 on Hire agreement) had applied for 4 months temporary permit and the same was issued
as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a
proceedings with the existing time schedule and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route PalakkadKozhikode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 54
This is to consider the application for renewal and regular variation of permit as LSOS
respect

of

the

stage

carriage

Stage

KL

10

AV

6741

operating

on

in

the

route Guruvayoor - Kozhikkode via Anakotta, Marancherry, Ayinichira, Edappal, Kuttippuram,
Valancheri with cut trip between Guruvayur – Ponnani as Superfast.
This authority considered the application in detail. The inter district regular permits issued to
the above stage carriage to operate service as Fast Passenger was expired on 30.03.2015. Vide
GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the operation
of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS) No.45/2015/Tran dtd
20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional Transport Authorities to
issue Limited Stop Ordinary Service permits to those private stage carriages which had been
operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast services etc. and the
permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport Authorities as a result
of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
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In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 10 AV 6741 had applied for 4
months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this stage carriage in obedience
to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings with the existing time schedule
and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Guruvayoor Kozhikkode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
2. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 55
To consider the application for, replacement of vehicle and regular variation of permit as LSOS
in respect of the stage carriage Stage KL 55 N 108 operating on the route Thrissur -Kozhikode
via Kunnmakulam, Kuttipuram , Valanchery, Kottakkal, Ramanattukara as LSFP.
This

authority

considered

the

application

in

detail.

The

regular

superfast

permit

No.10/825/1994 in respect of the stage carriage KL-55 N 108 issued on the route Thrissur
Kozhikode via

Kunnamkulam, Kuttipuram , Valanchery, Kottakkal, Ramanattukara

was

expired on 20.06.2014. The application for renewal of permit is pending for want of
concurrence from RTO, Kozhikode and RTO, Thrissur. Clearance Certificate was issued to
SRTO, Tirurangadi keeping permit under suspended animation as per WP(C) No. 16237/2015
dtd. 05.06.2015 on 08.07. 2016
The registered owner of S/C KL 55 N 108 (Model 2013, seating capacity 48 in all) has applied
for replacement of vehicle by a S/C KL 08 BA 6699 (Model 2013 and seating capacity 48 in all)
since the permit attached to the S/C KL 55 N 108 is kept under suspended animation as WP(C)
No. 16237 of 2015; Dtd. 05.06.2015. Now the permit holder has submitted applications for
1. Replacement of S/C with KL 08 BA 6699
2. Variation of permit by converting LSFP in to LSOS along with the prescribed fee.
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3. Renewal of permit
1. This authority has considered the application for replacement of stage carriage with KL 08
BA 6699 and allowed.
2. Vide GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the
operation of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS)
No.45/2015/Tran dtd 20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional
Transport Authorities to issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage
carriages which had been operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast
services etc. and the permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport
Authorities as a result of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 08 BA 6699 (in place of KL 55 N
108) had applied for 4 months temporary permit and the same was issued as LSOS to this
stage carriage in obedience to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a proceedings
with the existing time schedule and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Thrissur Kozhikkode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of two
other Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary
for the renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted
to seek concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than
20 kilometers. Hence adjourned.
3. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit is ratified and is further
directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4 months to
continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit holder with a
rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a detailed fare stage
and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the buses for being
operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to ascertain the
feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV Rules-1989 before
re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 56
This is to consider the application for renewal of permit, replacement of vehicle and variation of
permit as LSOS in respect of Stage carriage KL 47 D 4041 operating on the route Kozhikode –
Ernakulam

Via

Feroke

NB,

Ramanattukara,

University,

Chankuvetty,

Kuttippuram,

Kunnamkulam, Guruvayur, North paravoor, Kaloor, Edappally by pass as Superfast Service.
This authority has considered the application and verified the related documents.
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The regular S/C permit No.10/80/2001 as LSFP expired on 27.06.2016. The regular permit is
originally attached to KL 10 Y 7997 and then to KL 10 AG 55 and lastly to KL 47 D 4041 on
hire agreement basis and Permit less certificate was issued to KL 47 D 4041 on 23.03.2016 as
per WPC 8434/16 dtd.10/3/2016 of Hon. High Court of Kerala, keeping the permit (80/2001)
under suspended animation. On 21.07.2016, the registered owner of S/C KL 47 D 4041 (Model
2013, s/c 48 in all) has applied for replacement of vehicle by a S/C KL 63 6322 (Model 2011
and s/c 48 in all) and variation of permit by converting LSFP in to LSOS.
The registered owner also filed an application dtd. 28.06.2016 for renewal of permit to operate
on the Kozhikode – Ernakulam along with a medical certificate for condoning the delay in filing
the application for renewal of permit. While remitting the fee for renewal of permit there is no
vehicle on this permit since the permit less certificate was issued to S/C KL 47 D 4041 on
29.03.2016.

But the registration number offered for renewal of permit was shown as KL 47 D

4041 instead of KL 63 6322.
Four months TP issued to S/C KL 63 6322 u/s 87(1)(d) from 18.08.2016 to 17.12.2016 by
mistake was recalled limiting the period of Temporary Permit for 20 days from 18.08.2016 to
06.09.2016. Now the registered owner has submitted a request for changing the registration
number in the application for renewal of permit as KL 63 6322 instead of KL 47 D 4041.
In the open hearing of this authority there were objections from other en-route operators
against the replacement and renewal of this permit. Major objections raised were:
1) The agenda was not clear and not mentioned about the order previously issued by the
Secretary, RTA vide ref. no. C8/12852/2016/M
2) Vehicle was not produced at the time of renewal of the permit
3) The vehicle no. shown in the fee receipt is different from that produced for renewal
4) This application has to be considered as per the directions contained in various judgments
of Hon. High Court with respect to renewal and replacement of stage carriages -2015 (4) KLT
25, 30, 268, 272 & 2015 (4) KLT 590
All objections were considered and also considered the directions contained vide GO (MS)
No.45/2015/Tran dtd 20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala, which directs all Regional
Transport Authorities to issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage
carriages which had been operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast
services etc. and the permits of which were subsequently rejected by the Regional Transport
Authorities as a result of coming into the effect of scheme notified as SRO No.555/2013;
thus the objections were overruled.
In the light of the above findings and observations:
1. The replacement of vehicle KL 63 6322 is allowed.
2. The application with fee for renewal can be accepted for the S/C KL 63 6322
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3. Vide GO (P) No.73/2013/Tran dtd 16/07/2013, the Government of Kerala prevented the
operation of private stage carriages as Super Class services. Later, vide GO (MS)
No.45/2015/Tran dtd 20/08/2015, the Government of Kerala have directed all Regional
Transport Authorities to issue Ordinary Limited Stop Service permits to those private stage
carriages which had been operated as higher class service such as Fast Passenger, Super-Fast
services etc.
In the light of above order, the permit holder of the S/C KL 47 D 4041 (replaced by KL 63 6322)
is eligible for a temporary permit for 4 months and the same can be issued as LSOS to this
stage carriage, if required, in obedience to the direction in GO MS No.45/2015 along with a
proceedings with the existing time schedule and stops by the Secretary, RTA.
Further, the permit holder has applied for the conversion of the class of services from Limited
Stop Fast Passenger to LSOS and renewal of the permit as LSOS. The route Ernakulam Kozhikkode is an inter district route and the route is passing through the jurisdictions of other
Regional Transport Authorities; concurrence of the authorities concerned are necessary for the
renewal of permit as Ordinary Limited Stop Service. Hence Secretary RTA is permitted to seek
concurrence of sister Regional Transport Authorities having jurisdiction of more than 20
kilometers. Hence adjourned.
3. The decision taken by the Secretary RTA to issue temporary permit for twenty days is ratified
and is further directed to issue temporary permits U/S 87[1]d of MV Act for durations of 4
months to continue operation as LSOS, based on the application received from the permit
holder with a rate of fare as prescribed by the Government for the ordinary service and a
detailed fare stage and a list of approved stops, subject to the decision of STA on the age of the
buses for being operated as Ordinary limited stop services and the Secretary RTA is directed to
ascertain the feasibility of the list of stops proposed with reference to the Rule 206 of KMV
Rules-1989 before re-issuing the temporary permit.
Item No. 57
Heard the learned counsel.
This is an application for renewal of regular stage carriage permit application (belated). The
regular permit of the stage carriage KL 56 709 operating on the route Karippur AirportAreacode- via Kondotty- and Kizhissery as O.S. The regular permit expired on 05.06.2016.
The applicant has submitted the application for renewal of permit on 07.06.2016.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
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This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files,
the applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 17.03.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit subject to the conditions mentioned above by
this authority.
Item No. 58
Heard the learned counsel.
This is an application for renewal of regular stage carriage permit application (belated). The
regular permit of the stage carriage KL 13 K 1668 operating on the route Pulvetta KakkaraKerala Estate Panthra Touching Pandikkad via Iringattiri, Melattur, Edayattur And Valarad 4
Singles Kalikav Via Arimanal, Mambuzha Ayilasseriand Puttamanna 4 Singles 2 Singles Via
Kuttathi,Chulliyode,Punnakkad Chungam, Kizhakkethala Tharish 4 Singles And Neelancheri
And Kerala As O.S. The regular permit expired on 17.01.2016. The applicant has submitted the
application for renewal of permit on 14.01.2016. Also, the Permit holder of the vehicle applied
for the replacement of the Vehicle by a Later Model Stage Carriage, KL 11 S 1662 on
23.04.2016
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a request stating that the delay is because of the hospitalization of the
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applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in filing the renewal of
permit application is condoned.
This authority feels that there is no legal impediment in replacing the vehicle with a later model
stage carriage and hence allowed the vehicle replacement.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit to the replaced vehicle subject to the conditions
mentioned above by this authority.
Item No. 59
Heard the learned counsel.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit or to seek concurrence from Sister RTA
Kozhikkode and Vadagara after verifying the route length in the neighboring district(s) in
accordance with decision of STA Kerala held on 27.05.2014. Item No. 21.
Item No. 60
Heard the learned counsel.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit or to seek concurrence from Sister RTA
Kozhikkode after verifying the route length in the neighboring district(s) in accordance with
decision of STA Kerala held on 27.05.2014. Item No. 21.
Item No. 61
Heard the learned counsel.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit or to seek concurrence from Sister RTA Thrissur
and Kozhikkode after verifying the route length in the neighboring district(s) in accordance with
decision of STA Kerala held on 27.05.2014. Item No. 21.
Item No. 62
Heard the learned counsel.
This is to consider the application received from the Permit holder of Stage Carriage KL 10 V
8288 for replacement of vehicle by a latest model Stage Carriage KL 54 5565 and to consider
the application for renewal of permit (10/636/2006) expired on 09.07.2016 on the route
Edavannappara-Hajiyarpadi Touching Kizhissery Via Vilayil, Cheekode, Cheriyaparamba and
Alinchuvadu as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents. The Stage
Carriage KL 10 V 8288 covered by a regular permit expired on 09.07.2016 (10/636/2006)
operating on the above intra district route. The regular permit in respect of this Stage Carriage
is under suspended animation as per the order of Honorable High Court of Kerala in WP(C)
No.1879/2015 dtd 19-01-2015. The permit holder on 03/02/2015 affirmed before the
secretary RTA Malappuram that he would replace the vehicle within four months. But he has
not applied for the vehicle replacement in the stipulated time. Show cause notice was sent to
the permit holder in this connection and no reply was received from him till 16.08.2016. On
16/08/2016, the permit holder submitted a belated replacement of vehicle application for
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replacing this suspended animation permit to the later model stage carriage

KL 54 5565.

Seating capacity in the permit and that of the incoming vehicle is 23 in all.
The permit was expired on 09-07-2016 and on 03/10/2016 the permit holder submitted a
belated renewal of permit application too for the renewal of this suspended animation permit
for further five years. The required fee for renewal of permit is remitted for s/c KL 54 5565 ie,
the incoming vehicle of the above mentioned replacement application. A delay for Condon the
delay in submitting the renewal of permit application was also attached along with the renewal
application.
This authority has also referred the observations made by Hon. High Court in a similar case in
WP (C) No. 24250 of 2015 Dtd. 07.09.2015. By interpreting Rule 172 (2), Hon. Court has
observed that ‘No application for renewal of permit would lie without the registration mark of
the vehicle to be covered by the permit’. Hence even the very application for renewal submitted
by the applicant is not maintainable. The validity of the regular permit attached to the stage
carriage was expired on 09.07.2016 and the applicant is ceased to be a holder of a regular
permit thereafter. On 03.10.2016, the permit holder submitted the application for renewal of
permit by a latest model Stage Carriage KL 54 5565. Similarly, as per Section 83 of Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988, only a holder of permit can apply for permission of the Regional Transport
Authority to replace the vehicle covered by the permit by another stage carriage. Further, the
above said permit is kept under suspended animation as on 03.02.2015 and did not operate
service for about 21 months. This authority is of the view that there is no necessity to condone
the intentional negligence of the applicant to operate a stage carriage.
In the light of the directions contained in the aforesaid Judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala
and the observations mentioned above this authority rejected the application for renewal and
replacement.
Item No. 63
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the respect of the
S/C KL 10 R 8954 on 30/06/2016 on the route Ozhukur Lakshamveedu Colony Karaparamba

Touching

Ekkaparamba,

Kondotty

Kizhisseri,

Areacode

Edaparamba,

Manjeri

And

Kavungalpara

Malappuram

Via

Kanhirathingal,

Ozhukur
Palakkad,

Thrippanachi, Pookolathur, Morayur and Valluvambram and halting trip via Musliyarangadi,
Kondotty as O S.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.

The permit

(No.10/126/2001) was expired on 10/04/2016. The renewal application was submitted by the
permit holder only on 30/06/2016.

A request for Condon the delay in the submission of

renewal of permit application was submitted along with a medical certificate.
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As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files,
the applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 10.04.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit subject to the conditions mentioned above by
this authority.
Item No. 64
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
of the S/C KL 10 AD 9429 on 14/10/2016 on the route Kondotty - Chemmad touching
Nediyirippu Harijan Colony Via Kodangad Kariyankallu Parambilpeedika Padikkal and
Thalappara with one trip From Chemmad To Kondotty Via Kakkad And Kunnumpuram
touching

Nediyirippu

Harijan

colony

via

Colony

Rd

Jn

four

trips

With

Kondotty,

Kunnumpuram cut trip as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.

The permit

(No.10/116/2006) was expired on 14.07.2016. The renewal application was submitted by the
permit holder only on 14.10.2016.

A request for Condon the delay in the submission of

renewal of permit application was submitted along with a medical certificate.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
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on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files,
the applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 14.07.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit subject to the conditions mentioned above by
this authority.
Item No. 65
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
of the S/C KL 10 AT 3430 on 14/10/2016 on the route Malappuram - Paravur Touching
Areacode (Via) Pookottur, Kondotty, Pulikkal, Kizhissery and extension to Vettilappara (Via)
Pathanapuram as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.
The permit (No.10/116/2006) is valid up to 17.10.2016. The renewal application was
submitted on 14.10.2016, which is only three days before the expiry of the permit. A request
for condone the delay in submission of permit renewal application was produced along with a
medical certificate by the permit holder.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
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hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is free to further process the renewal application as per law.
Item No. 66
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
of the S/C KL 55 A 5490 on 10/08/2016 on the route Tirur – Kavilakkad.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.

The permit

(No.10/885/2001 was expired on 15/08/2016. Even though the permit was expired on
15.08.2016 the renewal application is submitted only on 10.08.2016. As per the Motor Vehicles
Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage carriage permit has to be
submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit holder was failed to submit
the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage on time. In this case, the
Secretary RTA is not specifically mentioned whether the permit holder has submitted an
application for condone the delay occurred from his part.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is directed to report the reason for the delay from the part of the
permit holder and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 67
This is to consider the application for renewal of permit granting permission to seek
concurrence from RTA Kozhikode for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/81050/2001) valid
up to 29/10/2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 10 AF 2936 on the route of KuttipuramKozhikode Medical College via Thirunavaya, BP Angadi, Tirur, Tanur, Parappanangdi,
University, Ramanattukara, Feroke NB and Kozhikode as LSOS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit or to seek concurrence from Sister RTA
Kozhikkode after verifying the route length in the neighboring district(s) in accordance with
decision of STA Kerala held on 27.05.2014. Item No. 21.
Item No. 68
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the permit holder
and registered owner of the stage carriage KL 08 AN 1595 on 04/08/2016 on the route
Achanambalam - Kozhikkode Corp. bus stand, via Kunnumpuram, AR Nagar, Kolappuram,
Kooriyad

Kakkadu Chemmad and University as OS. This authority has considered the

application and verified related documents. The permit (No.10/628/1987 was expired on
16/08/2016 and the renewal application is submitted only on 04/08/2016. As per the Motor
Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage carriage permit has to
be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit holder was failed to
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submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage on time. In this
case, the Secretary RTA is not specifically mentioned whether the applicant has submitted a
letter for condone the delay occurred from his part.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is directed to report the reason for the delay from the part of the
permit holder and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 69
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
of the S/C KL 10 AF 2656 on 20.09.2016 on the route Malappuram - Parappanangadi touching
Kondotty

(via)

Vengara,

Kooriyad,

Kakkad,

chemmad,

Padikkal,

Parambilpeedika,

kunnumpuram, cheroor touching Kondotty via Kolappuram and Kodangad as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents. The permit
(No.10/6162/2001 was expired on 27.09.2016 and the renewal application is submitted only
on 20.09.2016.

A request for condoning delay is also attached along with the renewal

application.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents and accepted
the prayer by the permit holder. The delay occurred in filing the renewal of permit application
is condoned.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is free to further process the renewal application as per law.
Item No. 70
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
the S/C KL 10 N 6441 on 28.06.2016 on the route Puramannur Tirur via Pookkattiri Vengad,
Chottoopara Kodumudi, Kottaram Valanchery and Vylathur as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents. The permit (No.
10/539/2001) was expired on 24.04.2016 and the renewal application was submitted on
28.06.2016. The applicant was submitted a letter for condone the delay along with the renewal
application. He also produced a medical certificate from a medical practitioner stating that he
was under treatment during this period.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
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on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files,
the applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 24.04.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit subject to the conditions mentioned above by
this authority.
Item No. 71
This is to consider the belated application for Renewal of permit and Replacement of Vehicle in
respect of Stage Carriage in respect of KL 55 A 6209 with regular permit (10/670/2001)
expired on 21.03.2016 on the route Vazhayoor - Pulliparamba touching Peringave as OS, which
has been under suspended animation as per the Order of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in
WP(C) No.33221/2014 dtd 30.12.2014.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents.
The Stage Carriage KL 55 A 6209 covered by a regular permit expired on 21.03.2016
(10/670/2001) operating on the above intra district route. The regular permit in respect of this
Stage Carriage is under suspended animation as per the order of Honorable High Court of
Kerala in WP(C) No. 33221/2014 dtd 30.12.2014. The permit holder is supposed to replace the
permit within four months. But he has not applied for the vehicle replacement in the stipulated
time.
On 22.07.2016, the permit holder has submitted a belated replacement of vehicle application
for replacing this suspended animation permit to the later model stage carriage KL 10 U 2397
(Model 2004, Seating capacity -33 in all along with a renewal application.
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A delay for Condon the delay in submitting the renewal of permit application was also attached
along with the renewal application.
This authority has also referred the observations made by Hon. High Court in a similar case in
WP (C) No. 24250 of 2015 Dtd. 07.09.2015. By interpreting Rule 172 (2), Hon. Court has
observed that ‘No application for renewal of permit would lie without the registration mark of
the vehicle to be covered by the permit’. Hence even the very application for renewal submitted
by the applicant is not maintainable. The validity of the regular permit attached to the stage
carriage was expired on 21.03.2016 and the applicant is ceased to be a holder of a regular
permit thereafter. On 22.07.2016, the permit holder submitted the application for renewal of
permit by a latest model Stage Carriage KL 10 U 2397. Similarly, as per Section 83 of Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988, only a holder of permit can apply for permission of the Regional Transport
Authority to replace the vehicle covered by the permit by another stage carriage. Further, the
above said permit is kept under suspended animation as on 30.12.2014 and did not operate
service for about 19 months. This authority is of the view that there is no necessity to condone
the intentional negligence of the applicant to operate a stage carriage.
In the light of the above said findings and observations this authority rejected the application
for renewal and replacement.
Item No. 72
This is to consider the belated renewal of permit application submitted by the registered owner
of the S/C KL 10 R 225 on 29.09.2016 on the route Puramannur-Tirur via Pookkattiri Vengad .
Chottoopara Kodumudi, Kottaram Valanchery and Vylathur as OS.
This authority has considered the application and verified related documents. The permit
(No.10/895/2001) was expired on 03.10.2016 and the renewal application was submitted only
on 20.09.2016.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder was failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, the permit holder has submitted an application before this authority praying
to grant the renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of
permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents and accepted
the prayer by the permit holder. The delay occurred in filing the renewal of permit application
is condoned.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is free to further process the renewal application as per law
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Item No. 73
This is to consider the application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/25/1995) valid up to
16.03.2015 in respect of stage carriage KL 53 D 1205 on the route of

Malappuram-

Perinthalmanna, via Koottilangadi, Makkaraparamba, Ramapuram as OS which was pending
in office for want of NOC from financier.
This authority has considered the matter in detail and verified the connected documents. The
Stage Carriage KL 53 D 1205 covered by a regular permit valid up to 16.03.2016 (10/25/1995)
operating on the above intra district route. The permit renewal application has been received
from the above applicant on 27.02.2015. The application was on time. However, the permit
holder has not submitted the NOC from the financier till date, which is a mandatory
requirement for the renewal of a stage carriage permit as per Section 51 of The Motor Vehicles
Act 1988. This authority has observed that the permit holder is not able to produce the noobjection certificate from his financier till today. In the light of the above observations and
findings this authority granted the application for renewal of permit with respect to the stage
carriage KL 53 D 1205 subject to the production of current records including the NOC from the
financier and clearance of government dues, if any within one from the date of communication
of the decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority will be revoked without further notice.
Item No. 74
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/6120/2001)
valid up to 06.04.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 06 D 1821 on the route of PulamantholeKondotty

Manjeri,

Touching

Valapuram,

Valanchery

and

Ottathara,

Via

Kulathur

Padaparamba, Kadampuzha, Thaniyappankunnu, Chattiparamba, Vattallur, Koottilangadi,
Malappuram, Perinthalmanna, Kolaparamba, Niravu, Pallipuram, Kondotty, via Valluvambram
and Mongam as OS. This authority has considered the application and verified the documents
in detail.
The Stage Carriage KL 06 D 1821 covered by a regular permit (10/6120/2001) valid up to
06.04.2016 operating on the above intra district route. The permit renewal application received
from the above applicant on 25.07.2016. Permit holder has submitted a medical certificate
praying condone the delay in submission of renewal application.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
The applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in filing the renewal
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of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files, the applicant has
not stopped the operation of the above said service immediately after the expiry of the permit
and the Secretary; RTA has verified and imposed a penalty for the same. Hence,
This authority is of the view that the applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment
for permit-less operation and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of
receipt of this decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit as per law and subject to the conditions
mentioned above.
Item No. 75
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/513/2006)
valid up to 21.06.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 05 M 6274 on the route of
Kunnamkulam-Edappal Via Mayyad, Pazhanji, Chirakkal, Srayikadavu, Changaramkulam,
Panthavoor as OS. This authority has considered the application and connected files in detail.
The Stage Carriage KL 05 M 6274 covered by a regular permit valid up to 21.06.2016
(10/513/2006) operating on the above inter-district route. The permit renewal application
received from the above applicant on 09.08.2016. up on further verification of connected file, it
is seen that the Permit holder has not submitted any convincing reason for the delay in
submitting renewal application.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, the applicant has not submitted any convincing reason for the delay. Again,
the applicant has not stopped the operation of the above said service immediately after the
expiry of the permit and the Secretary; RTA has verified and imposed a penalty for the same.
Hence,
This authority is of the view that the applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment
for permit-less operation and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of
receipt of this decision.
Further,
(1) Secretary, RTA is directed to enquire the reason for delay in submission of renewal
application and report before this authority.
(2) For continued operation of bus service on the route, the Secretary RTA is free to issue
temporary permit against the application of the permit holder.
Hence, the decision on this application is adjourned.
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Item No. 76
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/150/2001)
valid up to 07.06.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 11 AC 4383 on the route of
Perinthalmanna- Parappanangadi, touching Nedumparamba, and Kunnathparamba, Via
Puzhakkattiri, Padaparamba Chendi, Kottapuram, Indianoor, Kottakkal, Edarikode, Chemmad,
Parakkadav, Alinchuvad, Chappanangadi as OS. This authority has considered the application
and verified the documents in detail.
The Stage Carriage KL 11 AC 4383 covered by a regular permit valid up to 07.06.2016
(10/150/2001) operating on the above intra district route. The permit renewal application
received from the above applicant on 08.07.2016. No departmental action is pending in Office;
upon further verification of connected file, it is seen that the Permit holder has not submitted
any convincing reason for the delay in submitting renewal application.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, the applicant has not submitted any convincing reason for the delay. Again,
the applicant has not stopped the operation of the above said service immediately after the
expiry of the permit and the Secretary; RTA has verified and imposed a penalty for the same.
Hence,
This authority is of the view that the applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment
for permit-less operation and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of
receipt of this decision
Further,
(1) Secretary, RTA is directed to enquire the reason for delay in submission of renewal
application and report before this authority.
(2) For continued operation of bus service on the route, the Secretary RTA is free to issue
temporary permit against the application of the permit holder.
Hence, the decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 77
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/560/2001)
valid up to 18.08.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 09 M 4501 on the route of
Perinthalmanna- Tiru via Angadipuram,, Kolathur, Vengad, Valanchery, Puthanathani,
Kalpakanchery, and Vylathur, and Halt at Kolathuras OS. This authority has considered the
application and verified the related documents in detail:
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The Stage Carriage KL 09 M 4501 covered by a regular permit valid up to 18.08.2016
(10/560/2001) operating on the above intra district route. The permit renewal application
received from the above applicant on 18.08.2016.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder was failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, the permit holder has submitted an application before this authority praying
to grant the renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of
permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents and accepted
the prayer by the permit holder. The delay occurred in filing the renewal of permit application
is condoned.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is free to further process the renewal application as per law
Item No. 78
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/549/2001)
valid up to 01.06.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 10 W 1337 on the route of
Muthukurussi-Manjeri via Elamkulam, Cherukara, Perinthalmanna, Tirurkkad, koottilangad,
Malappuram, Valikkapatta, and Anakkayam as OS.
The Stage Carriage KL 10 W 1337 covered by a regular permit valid up to 01.06.2016
(10/549/2001) operating on the above inter district route. The permit renewal application
received from the above applicant on 30.08.2016. Permit holder has not remitted compounding
fee for permit less operation Permit holder has submitted a medical certificate, stating that he
is under treatment for the said period and condone the delay.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. However, he has submitted an application before this authority praying to grant the
renewal of permit by condone the delay in filing the application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has submitted a medical certificate stating that the delay is because of the
hospitalization of the applicant. This authority accepted the prayer and the delay occurred in
filing the renewal of permit application is condoned. On further verification of connected files,
the applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
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1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 01.06.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
Secretary, RTA is directed to renew the permit subject to the conditions mentioned above by
this authority.
Item No. 79
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of inter-district stage carriage permit
(10/691/96) valid up to 11.07.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 10 AS 8069 on the route of
Amayoor- Kozhikode Via Manjeri, Kondotty, and Feroke NB as LSOS. This authority has
considered the matter in detail and verified the documents in detail:
The Stage Carriage KL 10 AS 8069 covered by a regular permit valid up to 11.07.2016
(10/691/1996) operating on the above inter district route. The permit renewal application
received from the above applicant on 07.07.2016. Motor Vehicle Inspector, Malappuram has
reported that portion of the route lies in Kozhikode district is only 17.5 K.m and the
overlapping on notified route is not objectionable in the case of renewal of existing permit.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder was failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. In this case, the Secretary RTA is not specifically mentioned whether the applicant has
submitted a letter for condone the delay occurred from his part.
Hence, the Secretary, RTA is directed to report the reason for the delay from the part of the
permit holder and place before this authority.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 80
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/585/96)
valid up to 03.08.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 53 C 777 on the route Malappuram Bus
Stand- Muthukurussi via Ramapuram, Perinthalmanna as OS. This authority has considered
the application for renewal of permit and verified the connected files in detail:
The Stage Carriage KL 53 C 777 covered by a regular permit valid up to 03.08.2016
(10/585/1996) operating on the above route. The permit renewal application received from the
above applicant on 23.07.2016. Permit holder has not submitted the NOC from financier.
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This authority has considered the matter in detail and verified the connected documents. The
Stage Carriage KL 53 C 777 covered by a regular permit valid up to 03.08.2016 (10/585/1996)
operating on the above route. The permit renewal application has been received from the above
applicant on 23.07.2016. The application was not on time. However, the permit holder has not
submitted the NOC from the financier till date, which is a mandatory requirement for the
renewal of a stage carriage permit as per Section 51 of The Motor Vehicles Act 1988. In the
light of the above observations and findings this authority condoned the delay occurred in
submitting the application and is granted the application for renewal submitted by the
applicant subject to the production of current records of the vehicle, NOC from the financier
and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 81
This is to consider the belated application for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/559/2001)
valid up to 16.08.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 10 V 9631 on the route of Guruvayoor
-Nariparamba, Via Althara and Kunnamkulam as

OS. This authority has considered the

application and verified the connected files in detail. The Stage Carriage KL 10 V 9631 covered
by a regular permit valid up to 16.08.2016 (10/559/2001) operating on the above inter district
route. The permit renewal application received from the above applicant on 19.08.2016.
As per the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, Section 81 (2) application for renewal of fresh stage
carriage permit has to be submitted 15 days before the expiry of the permit. Here, the permit
holder has failed to submit the application for renewal of permit endorsed to his stage carriage
on time. Further, he has not submitted any convincing reason for the delay in filing the
application for renewal of permit.
This authority has considered the application and verified all relevant documents. The
applicant has not submitted that he has stopped the operation of the above said service
immediately after the expiry of the permit and the Secretary, RTA has not verified the same.
Hence,
1) The applicant is directed to submit an affidavit stating that he has not operated the
service after 16.08.2016 and if so, the Secretary, RTA has to enquire the genuineness of
the submission and place a verification report by an officer not below the rank of a
Motor Vehicle Inspector or
2) The applicant has to remit a fine of Rs. 5000 as a punishment for permit-less operation
and violation of permit conditions within a period of fifteen days of receipt of this
decision, if otherwise the decision of this authority on this application is revoked
without further notice.
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3) The Secretary, RTA has to enquire the reason for delay and submit a report before this
authority whether the delay occurred in submitting the application is because of a
genuine reason or not.
4) The Secretary, RTA has to verify the route length in the neighboring district(s) in
accordance with decision of STA Kerala held on 27.05.2014. Item No. 21.
Hence decision on this application is adjourned.
Item No. 82
This is to consider the application received from the Permit holder of Stage Carriage KL 53 B
9512 for replacement of vehicle by a latest model Stage Carriage KL 51 G 5840 and to consider
the application for renewal of permit granting permission to seek concurrence from RTA
Palakkad and Kozhikode

for renewal of stage carriage permit (10/51060/96) valid up to

24.10.2016 in respect of stage carriage KL 53 B 9512 on the route of – Palakkad Kozhikode Via
Mannarkkad Perinthalmanna and Malappuram as LSOS. This authority has considered the
application and verified the connected documents in detail.
The Stage Carriage KL 53 B 9512 covered by a regular permit expired on 24.10.2016
(10/51060/96) operating on the above intra district route. The regular permit in respect of this
Stage Carriage is under suspended animation as per the order of Honorable High Court of
Kerala in WP(C) No. 24372/14 w e f 14.10.2014. The permit holder is supposed to replace the
permit within four months. But he has not applied for the vehicle replacement in the stipulated
time.
On 01.08.2016 Permit holder submitted the application for renewal of permit and replacement
of vehicle by a latest Stage Carriage KL 51 G 5840 since the Permit which was under
suspended animation. Portion of the route lies in Palakkad and Kozhikode Districts and
concurrences are to be sought from that RTA’s. Renewal application was on time. In the light of
the above observations, this authority:
1) Allowed the replacement of permit with later model of vehicle KL 51 G 5840
2) Directed the Secretary, RTA to seek concurrence from Sister RTAs Kozhikkode and Palakkad
subject to the total distance of overlapping in their jurisdiction; and place before this authority
3) Secretary, RTA is free to issue Temporary Permit against the application of the permit
holder.
Item No. 83
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of vehicle by a latest model Stage
Carriage in respect of KL 48 C 6406 and to consider the application for renewal of permit
granting permission to seek concurrence from RTA Thrissur, Kozhikode, Kannur for renewal of
Stage Carriage permit (10/51060/96) valid up to 21.02.2015. This authority has considered
the matter and verified the documents in detail.
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Regular permit in respect of this stage carriage is under suspended animation w e f
05.09.2013 as per order from Hon’ble STAT in MP No. 1248/12 in MP NO 1145/12 in MVARP
No. 412/2012. On 20.02.2015 permit holder has applied for renewal of permit without offering
a vehicle. Renewal application was considered by Secretary RTA and directed the permit holder
to submit a vehicle since the permit is under suspended animation w e f 05.09.2013.
Meanwhile Permit holder submitted an application for replacements of vehicle by latest model
vehicle KL 48 F 8065 dtd 29.07.2016 without renewing the permit. Portion of the route lies in
Thrissur, Kozhikode and Kannur Districts and concurrences are to be sought from that RTA’s.
This authority has also referred the observations made by Hon. High Court in a similar case in
WP (C) No. 24250 of 2015 Dtd. 07.09.2015. By interpreting Rule 172 (2), Hon. Court has
observed that ‘No application for renewal of permit would lie without the registration mark of
the vehicle to be covered by the permit’. Hence even the very application for renewal submitted
by the applicant is not maintainable. The validity of the regular permit attached to the stage
carriage was expired on 21.02.2015 and the applicant is ceased to be a holder of a regular
permit thereafter. On 20.02.2015, the permit holder submitted the application for renewal of
permit without a vehicle. The Secretary, RTA has directed him to produce a vehicle for further
consideration of his renewal application. The permit holder has produced a later model Stage
Carriage KL 48 F 8065 after 15 months. Similarly, as per Section 83 of Motor Vehicles Act,
1988, only a holder of permit can apply for permission of the Regional Transport Authority to
replace the vehicle covered by the permit by another stage carriage. Further, the above said
permit is kept under suspended animation as on 05.09.2013 and did not operate service for
about 15 months. More over the entire stretch of the route in question is notified. In the light of
the above findings and observations, this authority is of the view that there is no necessity to
condone the intentional negligence of the applicant to operate a stage carriage.
In the light of the above said findings and observations this authority rejected the application
for renewal and replacement.
Item No. 84
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 10 S 1158 with regular permit (10/81/2002) valid up to 02.01.2017 on the route
Puthanathani - Tirur (Via) Kuttikalathani, Randaal, Alloor, Myladiyal, Vyrangode, Kuttoor,
Ezhoor And Also Via Thuvakkad Touching Valancherry and halt at Kuttippuram Via
Patternadakkavu, Thirunavaya And Moodal as ordinary service, which has been under
suspended animation as per the Order of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No.1882/2015
dtd 19.01.2015 w e f 20.05.2015. This authority has considered the request and verified the
connected files in detail:
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The permit holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 11 S 1158 with a Stage Carriage KL 10 T 7892, on 04.10.2016. The permit is
under suspended animation from 20.05.2015 and the permit is not live for about 17 months.
The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with the permit
within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended animation.
In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the permit with a later
model stage carriage KL 10 T 7892.
Item No. 85
Duplication of item No. 84; Deleted.
Item No. 86
Heard.
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 57 C 3720 with regular permit (10/803/2005) valid up to 13.01.2020 on the
route Tirur - Puthanathani touching Thirunavaya and Navamukunda temple via Ezhur,
Thuvakkad, Vyrankode temple, Patternadakkavu and Edakkulam as

OS, which has been

under suspended animation as per the Order of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in WPC
No.39376/2015 dtd 23.12.2015.
This authority has considered the request and verified the connected files in detail:
The permit holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 57 C 3720 with a Stage Carriage KL 12 B 3992, on 18.08.2016. The permit is
under suspended animation from 23.12.2015 and the permit is not live for about 11 months.
In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle with a stage
carriage KL 12 B 3992.
Item No. 87
This is to consider the belated

Replacement of Vehicle applications

Holder of the suspended animation permit of

submitted by the permit

S/C KL 10 Z 2756

on the route Vilayil -

Vekkode Via Elamkavu, Mankadavu, Poomkudi, Iti, Pookottuchola, Areacode, Pathanapuram
Pallippadi,
Ambalapadi

Therattammal,
And

Also

Kallarattikkal,

Via

Thachanna.

Pakkulam,
Halt

at

Poovathikkal,
Poovathikkal

Chullattippara
as

OS.

The

And

permit

(No.10/1308/2013) is valid up to 27/02/2018. This authority has considered the application
and verified the documents in detail:
The stage carriage KL 10 Z 2756

was covered by

regular permit No.10/1308/2013 is valid

up to 27/02/2018 to operate on the above route. The permit was under suspended animation
wef: 27-06-2013

as per the order of Honorable High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No.14592/2013

dtd 13/06/2013. The permit holder on 27/06/2013 affirmed before the secretary RTA
Malappuram that he would replace the permit within four months. But he had not applied for
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the vehicle replacement in the stipulated time. However on 15/10/2016 the permit holder
submitted a belated replacement of vehicle application for replacing this suspended animation
permit to the stage carriage

KL 40 4976 (later model by six months) .Seating capacity in the

permit is 23 in all and that of the incoming vehicle is 28 in all.
The permit is under suspended animation from 27.06.2013 and the permit is not live for about
40 months. The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with
the permit within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended
animation. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with a later model stage carriage KL 40 4976.
Item No. 88
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of stage carriage permit in respect of
KL 25 A 225, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority has considered
the application and verified related documents in detail:
The Stage Carriage KL 25 A 225 were operating on the route Edakkattuparamba-Areacode
touching

Konompara,

Panambilavu,

and

Mukkam

Via

Thottumukkam,

Kuzhinippara,

Vadakkumuri, Valillapuzha, and Kotooli. with the strength of Regular Permit valid from
21.11.2011 to 20.11.2016. The Permit holder in respect of the Stage Carriage approached the
H’ble High court of Kerala in W.P.(C) No. 30737/2015 before the H’ble High Court of Kerala.
While disposing the Writ Petition, the H,ble High court, directed the Secretary R.T.A.
Malappuram, to issue Clearance Certificate to the Stage Carriage, KL 25 A 225, without
insisting the surrender of Regular Permit, with condition that the vehicle shall be replaced
within 04 months.

Accordingly, Clearance certificate issued to the Stage Carriage, KL 25 A

225 on 12.11.2015. Now, the Permit older has submitted Application for replacement of the
Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL 25 A 225 with a later model Stage Carriage, KL 57 H
6278, on 30.06.2016.
The permit is under suspended animation from 12.11.2015 and the permit is not live for about
10 months. The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with
the permit within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended
animation. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with a later model stage carriage KL 57 H 6278.
Item No. 89
This is to consider the belated Application for Replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 13 M 444, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority has
considered the matter and verified the connected files in detail:
The Stage Carriage KL 13 M 444 were operating on the route Manjeri- Kozhikkode- Touching
Parambilpeedika- Via Valluvambram- Kondotty-ramanattukara And Ferook-nb- And Halt At
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Parambilpeedika As LSOS with the strength of Regular Permit Valid From 20.09.2014 to
19.09.2019. The Permit holder in respect of the Stage Carriage approached the H’ble High
court of Kerala in W.P.(C) No. 20133 of 2015 before the H’ble High Court of Kerala. While
disposing the Writ Petition, the H,ble High court, directed the Secretary R.T.A. Malappuram, to
consider and pass Appropriate Orders in the Application for Clearance Certificate to the Stage
Carriage, KL 13 M 444, without insisting the surrender of Regular Permit within a period of
Two weeks. Accordingly, Clearance certificate issued to the Stage Carriage, KL 13 M 444 on
21.11.2015, with condition that the Permit shall be replaced within 04 months.

Now, the

Permit older has submitted Application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in respect
of KL 13 M 444 with a later model Stage Carriage, KL 10 AT 1530, on 05.09.2016.
The permit is under suspended animation from 21.11.2015 and the permit is not live for about
10 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with a later model stage carriage KL 10 AT 1530.
Item No. 90
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 11 R 5460, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority has
considered the application and verified the documents in detail:
The Stage Carriage KL 11 R 5460 were operating on the route Kannathumpara - Mukkam (via)
Myna School, Vattappara, Panikkarappuraya, Valillapuzha, Vazhakkad, Edavannappara,
Edasserikkadavu

Jn,

Edasserikadavu

Bridge,

Kizhuparamba,

Kuniyil,

Thrikkalayur,

Cheruvadi, Kodiyathur, Karassery and Junction as O.S with the strength of Regular Permit
valid from 17.01.2014 to 16.01.2019.

The Permit holder in respect of the Stage Carriage

approached the H’ble High court of Kerala in W.P.C. No. 37276 of 2015(h) before the H’ble High
Court of Kerala for the disposal the application for Clearance Certificate. In obedience to the
direction of Hon. High court of Kerala, Clearance certificate issued to the Stage Carriage, KL 11
R 5460 on 04.01.2016. Now, the Permit older has submitted Application for replacement of the
Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL 11 R 5460 with a later model Stage Carriage, KL 10 AV
6997, on 05.09.2016.
The permit is under suspended animation from 04.01.2016 and the permit is not live for about
9 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with a later model stage carriage KL 10 AV 6997.
Item No. 91
This is to Consider the belated Application for Replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 55 1675, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority has
considered the application and verified the documents in detail: The Stage Carriage KL 55 1675
was operating on the

route Pappinippara-Wandoor Touching Malappuram Via Manjeri,
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Kuttippara, Pelepram, Cherukode, Pookottur with halt at Pappinipara with the strength of
Regular Permit valid from 13.12.2011 to 12.12.2016. The Permit holder in respect of the Stage
Carriage approached the H’ble High court of Kerala in W.P.C. No. 35753 of 2015 before the
H’ble High Court of Kerala. While disposing the Writ Petition, the H,ble High court, directed
the Secretary R.T.A. Malappuram, to pass Orders in the application for clearance certificate to
the Stage Carriage, KL 55 1675, without insisting the surrender of Regular Permit within a
period of two weeks. In obedience to the direction of Hon. High Court, clearance certificate
issued to the Stage Carriage, KL 55 1675 on 07.01.2016, with condition that the Permit shall
be replaced within 04 months.

Now, the Permit older has submitted an application for

replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL 55 1675 with the same Stage
Carriage on 19.09.2016, which is belated.
The permit is under suspended animation from 04.01.2016 and the permit is not live for about
9 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with the same stage carriage KL 55 1675.
Item No. 92
This is to consider the belated Application for Replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 10 AE 3870, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority
has considered the application and verified the documents in detail. The Stage Carriage KL 10
AE

3870

was

operating

on

the

route

Kadannamanna-Manjeri-Arimbra-Malappuram

Perinthalmanna with touching Valambur via Anakkayam Mongam Pallipuram Ramapuram and
Angadipuram as O S.

with the strength of Regular Permit Valid from 09.10.2012 to

08.10.2017. The Permit holder in respect of the Stage Carriage approached the H’ble STAT and
the STAT directed the Secretary R.T.A. Malappuram, to issue Clearance Certificate to the
Vehicle without insisting the surrender of Permit. Accordingly, Clearance certificate issued to
the Stage Carriage, KL 10 AE 3870 on 26.07.2012, keeping the Permit under Suspended
Animation.

Now, the Permit older has submitted Application for replacement of the Stage

Carriage Permit in respect of KL 10 AE 3870 (model-2009) with a lesser model Stage Carriage,
KL 10 N 9812(model-2002), on 18.08.2016
The permit is under suspended animation from 26.07.2012 and the permit is not live for about
50 months.
The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with the permit
within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended animation.
There is no representation from any corner about the need and necessity of such a permit from
the traveling public during this period. The permit holder has also never explained a convincing
reason before this authority for the non-production of a suitable stag carriage to replace the
stage carriage permit under suspended animation. Now after 50 months, the permit holder
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approached this authority with a lesser model stage carriage to replace his permit under
suspended animation. This authority is of the view that, replacing a permit which is under
suspended animation will be beneficial for the public. In the light of the above findings and
observations, this authority is of the view that the application for replacement of permit with
the stage carriage KL 10 N 9812 is allowed.
Item No. 93
This is to consider the application for renewal of permit in respect of KL 10 AP 1988 (in place of
Stage Carriage Permit issued to KL 10 N 7407 and kept under Suspended Animation),
operating on the route Marakkara - Kozhikode Via Kadampuzha Puthanathani Kottakkal
Edarikkode Perakadavu and Feroke. This authority has considered the matter and verified
the corresponding documents in detail:
The Stage Carriage, KL 10 N 7407, was covered by Regular Permit vide No. 10/ 828/1991 Valid
from 20.10.2006 to 19.10.2011, operating on the above route. The Permit holder applied for
the renewal of Permit for a further period of 05 years, on 06.05.2011, which was in time.
Hence, R.T.A. Malappuram decided to seek concurrence for the Renewal of Permit in its
Meeting Held on 28.07.2011 as item No. 69. Meanwhile, the Permit holder, approached the
H’ble STAT, as per the Judgment in MVAP No. 74/2012, the Clearance Certificate issued to the
Vehicle KL 10 N 7407 on 28.05.2012, keeping the permit under suspended animation. Now,
the permit holder has applied for further renewal of the Permit from 20.10.2016 to 19.10.2021
on 29.08.2016 with a Later Model Stage Carriage, KL 10 AP 1988. A portion of the Route lies
in the Kozhikode District Renewal concurrence is to be sought from that RTA. Considering the
above facts, this authority is of the view that the renewal application has to be considered
afresh. In this context, this authority has also referred the observations made by Hon. High
Court in a similar case in WP (C) No. 24250 of 2015 Dtd. 07.09.2015. By interpreting Rule 172
(2), Hon. Court has observed that ‘No application for renewal of permit would lie without the
registration mark of the vehicle to be covered by the permit’. Hence even the very application
for renewal submitted by the applicant is not maintainable. The validity of the regular permit
attached to the stage carriage was expired on 19.10.2011 and the applicant is ceased to be a
holder of a regular permit thereafter. On 06.05.2011, the permit holder submitted the
application for renewal of permit and which was on time. However, before completing the
renewal process, the applicant has withdrawn the vehicle keeping the permit under suspended
animation. He is supposed to replace the permit with another vehicle within four months. The
permit holder has produced a later model Stage Carriage KL 10 AP 1988 after 50 months. Thus
the applicant has intentionally missed the opportunity for renewing his permit. Similarly, as
per Section 83 of Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, only a holder of permit can apply for permission of
the Regional Transport Authority to replace the vehicle covered by the permit by another stage
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carriage. Further, the above said permit is kept under suspended animation as on 28.05.2012
and did not operate service for about 50 months. In the light of the above findings and
observations, this authority is of the view that there is no necessity to condone the intentional
negligence of the applicant to operate a stage carriage.
In the light of the above said findings and observations this authority rejected the application
for renewal and replacement.
Item No. 94
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in
respect of KL 13 N 77, which has been kept under Suspended Animation. This authority has
considered the application and verified the documents in detail. The Stage Carriage KL 13 N 77
was operating on the route Mundengara-Kozhikkode, with the strength of Regular Permit No.
10/669/2000, valid from 07.02.2012 to 06.02.2017. The Permit was kept under Suspended
animation with effect from 25.05.2015 and Clearance Certificate was issued to the vehicle as
per the Judgment in WP(C) No. 14691 of 2015. The Court has also directed to replace the
vehicle within 04 months from 19.05.2015.

The Permit holder in respect of the Stage Carriage

applied for transfer of Permit (kept under Suspended Animation), and RTA Malappuram
granted the Transfer of Permit in its meeting held on 29.09.2015 as item No. 153. The issue of
the Transfer of permit is pending, since the vehicle produced for effecting Transfer of Permit
was KL 10 AR 9277 instead of KL 13 N 77. Now, the Transferee has submitted application for
replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL 13 N 77 with a Later Model Stage
Carriage KL 10 AR 9277.
The permit is under suspended animation from 19.05.2015 and the permit is not live for about
18 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of the vehicle
with a later model stage carriage KL 10 AR 9277.
Item No. 95
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 09 K 4980 with regular permit (10/532/2002) valid up to 18.12.2017 on the
route Puthuparamba-Perassannur touching Vengara as OS which has been under suspended
animation as per the Order of Hon’ble STAT in MVARP No. 83/13 dtd 16.04.2013 w e f
20.05.2013.
The Stage Carriage KL 09 K 4980 was covered by a regular permit (10/532/2002) valid up to
18.12.2017 operating on the above route. Regular permit in respect of the above Stage Carriage
has been under suspended animation as per as per the Order of Hon’ble STAT in MVARP No.
83/13 dtd 16.04.2013 w e f 20.05.2013.
On 18.07.2016 permit holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage
Permit in respect of KL 09 K 4980 (Model- 2002 and Seating capacity is 28) with a later model
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Stage Carriage KL 10 Q 6777(Model- 2003 and seating capacity 28). Both are owned by same
person. No any departmental action is pending in office
The permit has been under suspended animation from 20.05.2013 and the permit is not live
for about 41 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of
the vehicle with a later model stage carriage KL 10 Q 6777.
Item No. 96
This is to consider the belated application for Replacement of Vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 10 AP 3143 on hire agreement with regular permit (10/828/2000) valid up to
06.03.2017 on the route of Kottakkal- koottanad Via Puthanathani, Valanchery, Kuttipuram,
Kumbidi, Thrithala, and Mezhattur as OS which has been under suspended animation as per
the Judgment of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No. 31617 of 2015 dtd 20.10.2015 w e f
16.11.2015. This authority considered the application and verified the documents in detail.
On 22.07.2016 permit holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage
Permit in respect of KL 10 AP 3143 (Year of Manufacture is 2013 and seating capacity is 38) on
hire agreement with a later model Stage Carriage KL 65 F 8560(Year of Manufacture is 2015
and seating capacity is 33). Both vehicles are owned by different person. Notarized hire
agreement is produced with application. Lease agreement noted in the Registration certificate
of KL 65 F 8560 as per the NOC issued from financier.
The permit has been under suspended animation from 16.11.2015 and the permit is not live
for about 12 months. In the light of the above facts, this authority allowed the replacement of
the vehicle with a later model stage carriage KL 65 F 8560.
Item No. 97
This is to consider the belated application for Replacement of Vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 08 AH 1000 with regular permit (10/6020/2000) valid up to 05.01.2020 on the
route of Padaparamba Vettathur touching Manikkaparamba, Thazhekode, vellapara as OS
which has been under suspended animation as per the Judgment of Hon’ble High Court of
Kerala in WP(C) No. 11078 of 2016 dtd 30.03.2016 w e f 11.04.2016. On 23.08.2016 permit
holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL
08 AH 1000 (Year of Manufacture is 2005 and seating capacity is 37) with a later model Stage
Carriage KL 53 K 3280(Year of Manufacture is 2016 and seating capacity is 28). This authority
has considered the application and verified the concerned documents and registers in detail.
The permit holder has produced a later model vehicle with four months and 12 days, which is
acceptable. Hence, the vehicle replacement is allowed subject to the clearance of all Govt. dues
and departmental actions.
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Item No. 98
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 09 T 3555 with regular permit (10/554/1995) valid up to 21.05.2020 on the
route of Cherakkaparamb- Pattambi touching Puzhakkattiri via Perinthalmanna, Pulamanthole
and Koppam as OS which has been under suspended animation as per the Judgment of
Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in WP (C) No. 10805 of 2015 dtd 01.04.2015 w e f 22.04.2015.
This authority has considered the application and verified the related documents in detail:
On 21.07.2016 permit holder has submitted application for replacement of the Stage Carriage
Permit in respect of KL 09 T 3555(Year of Manufacture is 2006 and Seating capacity is 33) with
a lesser model Stage Carriage KL 10 P 5087(Year of Manufacture is 2002 and seating capacity
is 33).
The permit is under suspended animation from 22.04.2015 and the permit is not live for about
18 months. The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with
the permit within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended
animation. There is no representation from any corner about the need and necessity of such a
permit from the traveling public during this period. The permit holder has also never explained
a convincing reason before this authority for the non-production of a suitable stag carriage to
replace the stage carriage permit under suspended animation.

However, the applicant has

produced a vehicle for replacing a permit under suspended animation. As per public point of
view and in the light of the above findings and observations, this authority is of the view than
replacing a vehicle even with lesser model is better that keeping the service under suspended
animation. Hence the request for replacement is allowed.
Item No. 99
This is to consider the belated application for replacement of Vehicle of the Stage Carriage in
respect of KL 10 AE 783 with regular permit (10/530/2000) valid up to 29.03.2020 on the
route of Koottil- Perinthalmanna as O S which has been under suspended animation as per the
Judgment of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No. 3852 of 2016 dtd 08.09.2016 w e f
15.02.2016. This authority has considered the application and verified the concerned
documents in detail. On 06.09.2016 the permit holder has submitted an application for
replacement of the Stage Carriage Permit in respect of KL 10 AE 783 (Seating capacity 28 and
Yr of Mnfr 2009) with a same model Stage Carriage KL 53 B 1007 (Yr of Mnfr is 2009 and
Seating capacity is 23).
The permit is under suspended animation from 15.02.2016 and the permit is not live for about
8 months. The permit holder is liable to produce a suitable stage carriage and replace it with
the permit within four months from the date in which he has kept the permit under suspended
animation.
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However, the applicant has produced a vehicle for replacing a permit under suspended
animation. As per public point of view and in the light of the above findings and observations,
this authority is of the view that replacing a vehicle even with even a same model is better than
keeping the service under suspended animation. Hence the request for replacement is allowed.
Item No. 100
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 101
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 102
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 103
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 104
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 105
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 106
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 107
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No.108
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 109
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 110
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
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Item No. 111
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 112
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 113
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 114
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 115
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 116
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No.117
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 118
Applicant absent. Adjourned.
Item No. 119
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 120
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 121
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 122
Applicant absent; Adjourned.
Item No. 123
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
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Item No. 124
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 125
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 126
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 127
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 128
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 129
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 130
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 131
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 132
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 133
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 134
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 135
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
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Item No. 136
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 137
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 138
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 139
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 140
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 141
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 142
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 143
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 144
Applicant Absent. Adjourned.
Item No. 145
This is to suggest the nature of action to be taken on the application for fresh stage carriage
permit to operate on the route Odakkayam – Medical College (via) Vettilappara, Areacode,
Poomkudi,

Edavannappara,

Vazhakkad,

Mundumuzhi,

Oorkkadavu,

Pallithazhym

and

Peruvayal as OS which was granted by the RTA held on 28.07.2011 in Item No. 6. The grantee
had produced the S/C KL 11 S 5337 with settled timings on 20.01.2016. This authority has
considered the application and verified the documents in detail. The applicant has produced
the current records of the S/C KL 07 AP 7711 on 17.09.2015. Conducted re-timing on
20.01.2016. Further, the grantee of the permit produced another S/C, KL 11 S 5337 on
06.09.2016 for endorsing the permit. This authority is of the opinion that the granted permit
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can be endorsed to the stage carriage KL 11 S 5337 with settled timing on 20.01.2016 without
further delay.
Item No. 146
This is to suggest the nature of action to be taken on the application for fresh stage carriage
permit to operate on the route Kondotty-Tharayittal as OS which was granted by the RTA held
on 18.09.2014 and the granted permit was marked for timing conference twice and adjourned
since the applicant was absent.
This authority has considered the application in detail and perused all relevant records
submitted by the applicant and revels the following:
Secretary RTA, has submitted that this was a fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the
route Kondotty-Tharayittal as OS; which was granted by the RTA held on 18.09.2014 and the
granted permit was marked for timing conference twice on 25.08.2015 and 23.08.2016. The
applicant was not turned up for timing conference.
The applicant has submitted that individual notice was not served to him intimating the date
for the timing conference and he will attend the conference whenever the permit is included in
the timing conference.
In this context,
1) The Secretary, RTA is directed to include the permit in the timing list with a notice to the
applicant
2) The grantee of the permit is directed to produce the records of his stage carriage KL 10 L
8845 before the Secretary, RTA at the time of the timing conference and if the applicant has
not turned up for the conference or has not able to produce the records, this authority directs
the Secretary, RTA to initiate the proceedings for revoking the grant of the regular fresh stage
carriage permit on the above route.
Item No. 147
This is to suggest the nature of action to be taken on the application for fresh stage carriage
permit to operate on the route Moonadi Girijan Colony – Manjeri via. Myladippara Harijan
Colony, Minor Bazar, Anjilangadi, Velliyancheri High School, Olappara, Kombankallu,
Kambankallu Palam, Alungal, Kanhirampara, Ucharakkadavu, Melattur, Olippuzha, Kizhakke
Pandikkad, Nellikuth, with halt at Pandikkad as OS which was granted by the RTA held on
21.05.2015 in item no. 53 and the granted permit was marked for timing conference twice and
adjourned since the applicant was absent and no ready vehicle. This authority has considered
the application in detail and perused all relevant records submitted by the applicant and and
revels the following:
Fresh stage carriage permit to operate on the route Moonadi Girijan Colony – Manjeri via.
Myladippara Harijan Colony, Minor Bazar, Anjilangadi, Velliyancheri High School, Olappara,
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Kombankallu, Kambankallu Palam, Alungal, Kanhirampara, Ucharakkadavu, Melattur,
Olippuzha, Kizhakke Pandikkad, Nellikuth, with halt at Pandikkad as OS which was granted
by the RTA held on 21.05.2015 and the granted permit was marked for timing conference twice
on 11.04.2016 and 30.08.2016
The applicant was not produced a ready vehicle.
Initially he has produced the S/C KL 10 N 5563 and later KL 53 7246 and now he has
submitted that he will produce the S/C KL 07 AH 9890 for endorsing the permit. However the
vehicle is covered with another R.P.
The applicant has submitted that he will produce the records of the vehicle KL 53 7246 within
45 days from 29.08.2016.
In this context,
1) The Secretary, RTA is directed to include the permit in the timing list with a notice to the
applicant
2) The grantee of the permit is directed to produce the records of his stage carriage before the
Secretary, RTA at the time of the timing conference and if the applicant has not turned up for
the conference or has not able to produce the records, this authority directs the Secretary, RTA
to initiate the proceedings for revoking the grant of the regular fresh stage carriage permit on
the above route.
Item No. 148
This is to suggest the nature of action to be taken on the application for fresh stage carriage
permit to operate on the route Kottakkal – Perinthalmanna – Vettichira as OS which was
granted by the RTA held on 12.11.2014 in Item No. 11 and the granted permit was marked for
timing conference twice on 25.08.2015 and 30.08.2016 and adjourned since the applicant was
absent. The grantee of the permit was not turned up for hearing even in the open hearing of
this authority. In this context this authority has decided to revoke the decision taken earlier by
this authority held on 12.11.2014 in item no. 11 under the assumption that the applicant has
nothing to offer in this regard.
Item No. 149
This is to consider the application submitted by the grantee of the regular fresh stage carriage
permit on the route Pothukallu – Chembra Colony (via) Nhettikulam, Panamkayam,
Thudimutti, Bhoodanam Colony, Vaidyasapadi, Santhi Gramam with Pothukallu – Pathar 4
single trips via Panamkayam, Poolappadam and Church and with Pothukallu – Erumamunda 4
single trips via. Panamkayam, Poolappadam, Church, Kurukuthi, Vellimuttam and Idimuck as
OS to accept the current records of the vehicle KL 13 J 6019 and endorse the permit after nine
months of dispatch of the decision of RTA. This authority considered the application and
verified all relevant documents in connection with this application.
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The application for fresh stage carriage permit was considered by the RTA, Malappuram held
on 21.05.2015 in item no. 15, granted the permit subject to the settlement of timings and
subject to the production of a stage carriage within one month from the date of communication
of the proceedings of this authority. Secretary, RTA submitted that, in obedience to the
decision of RTA, the proceedings was communicated to the grantee of the permit on
24.08.2015.
However the grantee of the permit failed to produce the vehicle even after nine months of
communication of decision to him. Further, on 06.06.2016 he has submitted a request for
endorsing the granted permit to his stage carriage KL 13 J 6019.
This authority has considered and discussed various aspects of this request and is of the
unanimous opinion that the applicant has violated all the conditions stipulated by this
authority while granting the permit and the provisions contained in Rule 159 of KMVR 1989.
The reasons contained in the application submitted by the grantee of the permit cannot be
entertained in any grounds. Hence the application submitted by the grantee of the permit to
endorse the permit to his stage carriage KL 13 J 6019 by condone the delay occurred in the
production of a suitable stage carriage for endorsing the granted permit is rejected and the
decision taken by the RTA held on 21.05.2015 in item no. 15 is revoked.
Item No. 150
This is to suggest the nature of action to be taken on the application for fresh stage carriage
permit to operate on the route Padikkal – Pokayur – Kondotty (via) Parambilpeedika,
Kadappadi, Kollanchina, Chulliyalpuray, Kalladamad School, Valakkandi, Kumminiparamba,
Kolathur Jn., with one singly trip during night from Pukayur to Kadampuzha and return single
trip to Padikkal (via) Kadappadi Karuvankallu, Kunnumpuram, Achanambalam, Cheroor,
Vengara, Iringallur, Kottakkal, Athani and Marakkara Halt at Padikkal as OS which was
granted by the RTA held on 21.05.2015 in Item No. 8 and the grantee of the permit was not
produced the current records of the stage carriage offered in the meeting KL 10 Y 1176. This
authority has considered the application and verified connected documents. The Secretary,
RTA has submitted that the granted permit was marked for timing conference twice on
25.08.2015 and 23.08.2016. However, the applicant was not turned up for timing conference
and not produced the current records of the stage carriage KL 10 Y 1176. Show-cause notice
was issued via RLAD and there was no response from the side of the grantee of the permit.
The grantee of the permit was not turned up for hearing even in the open hearing of this
authority. In this context this authority has decided to revoke the decision taken earlier by this
authority held on 12.11.2014 in item no. 11 under the assumption that the applicant has
nothing to offer in this regard.
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Item No. 151
This is to consider the application submitted by the grantee of the regular fresh stage carriage
permit on the route Tanur – Tirur-Koottai (via) Puthiyakadappuram, Unniyal, Paravanna and
Kalad as OS to accept the current records of the vehicle KL 02 P 6171 and endorse the permit
after five months of dispatch of the decision of RTA. This authority has considered the
application and verified the connected records in connection with the application. Secretary,
RTA has submitted that the said application for fresh stage carriage permit was considered by
the RTA, Malappuram held on 06.01.2016 in item no. 5 and granted the same subject to
production of current records of a suitable vehicle within one month from the date of
communication of the decision failing which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as
revoked without further notice and subject to settlement of timings in compliance with the
order no D3/875/STA/2005 dated 08/11/2011 of STA regarding running time. In obedience to
the decision of RTA, the proceedings was communicated to the grantee of the permit on
01.03.2016. In response to the decision of RTA. on 31.08.2016 the applicant has submitted a
request for marking the said permit for timing conference in respect of the S/C KL 02 P 6171.
This authority could not find any document in support of the claim of the applicant that he has
produced the current records of the said stage carriage on time.
This authority has considered and discussed various aspects of this request and is of the
unanimous opinion that the applicant has violated all the conditions stipulated by this
authority while granting the permit and the provisions contained in Rule 159 of KMVR 1989.
The reasons contained in the application submitted by the grantee of the permit cannot be
entertained in any grounds. Hence the application submitted by the grantee of the permit to
endorse the permit to the stage carriage KL 02 P 6171 by condone the delay occurred in the
production of a suitable stage carriage for endorsing the granted permit is rejected and the
decision taken by the RTA held on 06.01.2016 in item no.5 is revoked.
Item No. 152
This is to consider the application submitted by the grantee of the regular fresh stage carriage
permit on the route Puthanathani – Thirunavaya – Tirur touching Alloor via. Kuttikkalathani,
Bavappadi, Paternadakkavu, Randal, Thuvvakkad, Elikkattiriparamba, Medippara, A.E.S,
Myladiyal, Vairakode, Mukkilappedika, Kuttur North as OS to accept the current records of the
vehicle KL 10 T 7892 and endorse the permit after six months of dispatch of the decision of
RTA. This authority has considered the application and verified the related documents in
detail. The said fresh permit application was considered by the RTA, Malappuram held on
06.01.2016 in item no.55 and granted the permit application subject to production of current
records of a suitable vehicle within one month from the date of communication of the decision
failing which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further notice
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and subject to settlement of timings in compliance with the order no D3/875/STA/2005 dated
08/11/2011 of STA regarding running time. In obedience to the decision of RTA, the
proceedings was communicated to the grantee of the permit on 02.03.2016. In response to the
decision of RTA. Further, on 08.09.2016 he has submitted a request for endorsing the permit
to the stage carriage KL 10 T 7892.
This authority has considered and discussed various aspects of this request and is of the
unanimous opinion that the applicant has violated all the conditions stipulated by this
authority while granting the permit and the provisions contained in Rule 159 of KMVR 1989.
The reasons contained in the application submitted by the grantee of the permit cannot be
entertained in any grounds. Hence the application submitted by the grantee of the permit to
endorse the permit to the stage carriage KL 10 T 7892 by condone the delay occurred in the
production of a suitable stage carriage for endorsing the granted permit is rejected and the
decision taken by the RTA held on 06.01.2016 in item no.55 is revoked.
Item No. 153
This is to consider the request for issuing necessary direction for extending bus services up to
Makeri Rail which are operating on the route Valancheri – Mankeri via. Valiyakunnu. The
applicant is absent and the decision on the application is adjourned.
Item No. 154
This is to consider the representations by various organisations submitted for and against the
revised traffic re-arrangements for stage carriages in Manjeri town enacted by the Traffic
Regulatory Committee, Manjeri.
The applicants are aggrieved by the decision taken by the Traffic regulatory committee recently
to regulate stage carriage operations in Manjeri Town. This authority has considered these
representations and heard the viewpoints of various individuals, organisations and that of
peoples’ representatives presented in the open hearing. The contention of the applicants was
that as per the traffic re-arrangements, the stage carriages coming to Manjeri town has to be
forced to halt at the IGBT and are not permitted to go into the Manjeri town or halt at the old
bus stand.

An official represented Manjeri Municipality was not submitted anything in

particular and there was no representative from Police Department for the open hearing.
From the above said representations, this authority is of the view that the traffic regulations for
stage carriages operating in Manjeri Municipality is an issue that directly affects the travelling
needs of hundreds of common travelling public accessing Majeri town. This is a burning issue
that needs immediate attention of the concerned. There is a public outcry against the reforms
that the Regulatory Committee suggests for the stage carriage operation in the city. This
authority, as is evidenced from the connected records, has deliberated on the issue many a
time and has considered the objections of various organizations that were operating/depending
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stage carriages in the area. As an authority constituted and functioning for providing better
traveling facilities for the common public, after hearing the representations from various
agencies, we are of the view that the said recent traffic re-arrangements needs considerable
modifications. This is the context in which this authority is reconsidering the matter on its
merits.
Previously, the same matter was considered by this authority held on 06.01.2016 in Item No.
156 in obedience to the directions contained in the Judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala in
WP(C) No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015. The decision was reproduced here again:
“Heard.
This is to consider the representations submitted by various organisations on the revised traffic
re-arrangements for stage carriages in Manjeri town and also to peruse the judgment of Hon.
High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015. There were a series of
representations filed by various organisations on the recent traffic re-arrangements for stage
carriages in Manjeri Town proposed by the Traffic Regulatory Committee, Manjeri. Discussions
for and against the re-arrangement are still going on. The matter was enquired by a subcommittee constituted with Executive Engineer, PWD (Roads) Division, Manjeri; Municipal
Secretary, Manjeri and Motor Vehicle Inspector, RT Office, Malappuram and submitted their
recommendations. The same was placed before this authority to take a decision in this matter.
In WP(C) No. 31567 of 2015 Dtd. 16.10.2015; Hon. High Court has directed the RTA to delve
deep into the matter and take a decision within two months. This authority has considered the
matter in detail and perused the aforesaid verdict of Hon. Court. This authority is of the
opinion that while deciding the traffic regulations, Traffic Regulatory Committee, Manjeri
should make available all its members, the representatives of KSRTC and all aggrieved parties
and shall reach a consensus proposal and get the approval of the RTA before implementing any
traffic system to avoid unnecessary chaos in the implementation of traffic systems. Till then the
present status-quo has to be maintained.”
This decision taken by this authority was to maintain a public order and also for the general
safety of passengers.

The decision of this authority was implemented by the agencies

concerned for a certain period of time and recently the Traffic Regulatory Committee, Manjeri
has revised the traffic regulations for stage carriages in Manjeri Town in their meeting held on
20.09.2016 in Item No. 7 as part of some civil works within the city. However, this decision
was not communicated to this authority formally before implementation.
In the light of the above observations and findings, this authority is of the view that the
regulatory committee, Manjeri has to revisit the said decision from a different perspective. We
are of the opinion that traffic regulatory committee, Majeri shall formulate a viable proposal for
the traffic re-arrangements with respect to stage carriages in the town and discuss the same
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among its members, the representatives of KSRTC and all other aggrieved parties there of; shall
reach a consensus and submit before this authority for final approval before implementation.
Till then the status quo has to be maintained as on 16.07.2016 and the decision of this
authority held on 06.01.2016 in Item No. 156 has to be implemented.
The Secretary, RTA has to communicate the said decision of this authority to the Chairman of
Traffic Regulatory Committee, Manjeri as early as possible and the District Police Chief,
Malappuram will see that the said decision is enacted and implemented with immediate effect.
This decision is subject to the disposal of various writ petitions before the Hon. High Court of
Kerala on this matter.
Item No. 155
This is to consider the request for granting Bus stop near to ISS Higher Secondary School,
Ezhuvathiruthy, K K Junction, Ponnani. Secondary School, Ezhuvathiruthy, K K Junction,
Ponnani, Malappuram. This authority has considered the matter, reviewed the report of
enquiry officer and sanctioned a bus stop near to ISS School Ezhuvathiruthy, K K Junction,
Ponnani subject to the construction of a bus stop and a waiting in the suggested place.
Item No. 156
This is to re-consider the request for revision of fare stages in Chakaramkulam town. This
authority has considered the request and verified the report of the route enquiry officer in
detail.
The matter was placed before the RTA held on 06.01.2016 in Item No. 153 and the decision
was adjourned for want of a detailed report. The matter was re-enquired. This authority has
verified the revised report. As per the report, the re-fixation of fare stages at Chagaramkulam
will adversely affect the passengers travelling towards Chagaramkulam from Edappal and this
is not a public friendly proposal. Moreover most of the portions of the route Thrissur –
Kozhikkode is notified and the fare stages has been fixed and maintained by the KSRTC. This
authority is of the opinion that presently, there is no need to review the fare stages already
fixed on this route.
Hence the request for re-fixing the fare stages at Thrissur – Kozhikkode National Highway at
Chankaramkulam is considered and rejected.
Item No. 157
This is to re-consider the request for providing necessary preliminary sanction to construct an
additional Bus stand at Areakoce, by Areakode Grama Panchayath. Based on the request, an
enquiry was conducted by the Motor Vehicle Inspector, RT Office, Malappuram and reported:


Based on the volume of stage carriage transport at Areakode necassitites the
construction of a larger bus stand. (150 – 200 buses are passing through the present
bus stand on a daily basis.)
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The proposed site for the bus stand 90 cent is suitable for the construction of a bus
stand, of which 35 cent is plantain field and remaining paddy field. The paddy field
needs to be filled and leveled.



The proposed shopping complex should be constructed in such a manner that the
ground floor should be allotted for the benefit of the passengers.

The matter was considered by RTA, Malappuram in its meeting held on 21.05.2015 in Item No.
189 and the decision was adjourned with a direction to the applicant to obtain sanction from
the respective revenue authorities for filling and leveling the proposed paddy field.
Now, the applicant has submitted that necessary approval has been obtained from the District
Collector for the required construction of bus stand in the paddy field. Motor Vehicle Inspector,
Malappuram has consulted Village Officer Areacode and submitted the report.
The objections raised in this regard during the open hearing of this authority is heard,
considered in its merits and overruled.
Based on the report of the enquiry officer and submission by the Secretary, Areacode Grama
Panchayath and Village Officer, Areacode preliminary sanction is given for the construction of
an additional bus stand in the proposed 90 cent plot subject to the condition that there should
not be any major business activities in the ground floor of the building. The operationalization
of the bus stand will be based on the final report submitted by the Secretary, RTA before this
authority.
Item No. 158
Heard. This is the request of the Secretary, RTA, Ernakulam for the concurrence of this
authority for the renewal of regular permit in respect of stage carriage KL

05 AE 9178

operating on the route Kumili – Konnakkad (via) Vandiperiyar, Mundakayam, Ponkunnam,
Pala, Thodupuzha, Muvattupuzha, Perumbavoor, North Paravur, Irinjalakkuda, Thrissur,
Kunnamkulam, Edappal, Kuttippuram, Valancherry, Kottakkal, N H, Kakkad, University,
Ramanattukara, Kozhikkode, Vadagara, Kannur, Payyannur, Kanhangad conversion and
renewal of permit as LSOS for a period of 5 years. This authority considered the matter in
detail. Idimoozhikkal to Kadavallur Bridge via. University, Chankuvetti, Puthanathani,
Valancherry, Kuttippuram, Edappal and Changaramkulam in a distance of 77 Kms is lying in
this district.
Portion of the route from Idimoozhikkal to Thalappara and from Kakkad to Thavanor road
Junction (59 Kms) overlaps with notified sector. It is not objectionable. Concurrence for the
renewal of permit is granted subject to the effect of Clause [4] of notification No.42/2009 dtd
14/07/2009 without prejudice to the right of the primary authority to decide the nature of
service depending on the route length.
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Item No. 159
This is to consider the request for city auto rickshaw permit in Tirur Municipality in respect of
the A/R KL 55 M 6526. This is an application for city auto rickshaw permit in Municipal limit.
This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-cosidered by this authority in its individual merits. Secretary, RTA
is directed to seek a report from the respective local body on the availability of parking place at
the requested place by the applicant or any nearby place at the option of the applicant.
The Secretary shall also conduct a local enquiry on this matter with his agency. Based on the
above reports, Secretary RTA is free to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his delegated
powers.
Item No. 160
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Vadakkemanna to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AM 407.
This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
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2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 161
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Vadakkemanna to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AN 528. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 162
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AS 948. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
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Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No.163
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AK 9309. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
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context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No.164
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Pookottur to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AK 9379. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
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2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No.165
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AK 9601. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 166
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 53 C 9847. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
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Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 167
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Kodur to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AR 8840. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
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context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No.168
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Vadakkemanna to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AF 8481.
This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
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2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 169
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AK 8835. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 170
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AL 8870. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
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Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 171
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Karathode to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AF 4890. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
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context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 172
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AJ 4220. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
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2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 173
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Pookottur to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AS 4859. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 174
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 Q 4360. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
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Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 175
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Payyanad Cholakkal to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AG
4318. This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw
permits in Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from
Police department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in
pursuit of WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and
observations made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected
with this issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
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context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 176
(1) Perused the judgment of Hon’ble

High court in WP(C) No.2312 of 2014(L)

dated

26.03.2014
(2) This is to consider the application for fresh Auto Rickshaw permit by changing halting place
from at Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 U 5208. This authority has
restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in Municipal limits
due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police department. However,
in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of WP(C) No. 18971 of
2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations made by the Hon. High
Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this issue, the application is reconsidered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
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4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 177
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AM 3957. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6.

Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
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Item No. 178
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Pookottur to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AE 3089. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 179
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Vengara to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AQ 3498. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
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The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 180
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Irumbuzhi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AD 3645. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
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3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 181
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AD 3659. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
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Item No. 182
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Pookottur to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AL 3044. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 183
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Vadakkemanna to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AN 1767.
This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
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The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
2. The peruse judgment of Hon’ble State Transport Appellate Tribunal At Ernakulam
M.V.A.A.NO.327 of 2013. Dt.12.08.2013.
Item No. 184
Perused judgments of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala, Ernakulam WP (C).No.18625 of 2016 (C).
Dt.01.06.2016 and WP(C) No.32451 of 2014 (F). Dt.11.12.2014 (F)
This is to consider the application for Regular fresh auto rickshaw permit at Malappuram
Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 53 E 1505. This authority has restricted previously
the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in Municipal limits due to the difficulty in
providing parking space and objection from Police department. However, in obedience to the
direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated
19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations made by the Hon. High Court in
WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this issue, the application is reconsidered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
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context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No. 185
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AR 7221. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
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2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 186
Perused the Judgment in M.A.AA No: 405/2013 dated 12.08.2014 of Hon. STAT.
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Irumbuzhi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AC 6459. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 187
Perused the Judgment in WP(C) No.2312/2014 from Hon. High Court of Kerala.
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This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Irumbuzhi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 S 6564. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 188
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Irumbuzhi to Malappuram Municipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AP 6869. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
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The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 189
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Irumbuzhi to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AJ 6097. This
authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
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3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 190
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Kodur

to Malappuram Muncipality w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10 AM 6370. This

authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw permits in
Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from Police
department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in pursuit of
WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and observations
made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected with this
issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
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Item No: 191
Perused the Judgment in WP(C) No: 20128/2015.
This is to consider the application for variation of Regular permit by changing halting place
from Koottilangadi to Konompara (Malappuram Municipality) w.r.to the auto rickshaw KL 10
AT 2405. This authority has restricted previously the issue of fresh/variation of auto rickshaw
permits in Municipal limits due to the difficulty in providing parking space and objection from
Police department. However, in obedience to the direction in the interim relief sought to in
pursuit of WP(C) No. 18971 of 2014 dated 19.07.2014 of Hon. High Court of Kerala and
observations made by the Hon. High Court in WP(C) 3998 of 2014 and several cases connected
with this issue, the application is re-considered by this authority in in its individual merits.
The Secretary, RTA has submitted that the Malappuram Municipality has informed that there
are a few parking areas on Parappanangadi Road at Valiyangadi junction (Valiyangadi bye-pass
road) vide PW4176/12 dated 22.07.2016. However, he has not reported that parking places for
how many A/Rs are available in the said area and also the seniority of applications. In this
context, this authority directs, the Secretary, RTA to issue the auto rickshaw permit under his
delegated powers keeping the following procedure:
1. Consider this application for auto rickshaw permit in its individual merits.
2. Based on the allotted number of permits from the local body, hear the applicant and get his
consent whether he need a permit on the particular spot or not.
3. If the applicant is not interested to avail a permit in the specified spot reject the application
and issue proceedings accordingly;
4. If there are multiple applications to a particular spot, give priority to
1. Resident of the respective Municipality
2. Applicants availed auto rickshaws self-employment scheme
3. Applicants availed auto rickshaws from Kudumbasree
4. Applicants from SC/ST Community
5. Women applicants
6. Seniority of the applicant based on fee remittance
Item No: 192
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Item No. 193
Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no objection
certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
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Departmental Item No.1
This is to re-consider the request for enhancing the general concurrence of stage
carriage permits from 20 to 50 Kms in the adjacent district for the renewal of inter district
permits in the light of the decision of STA held on 29.02.2016 in Item No. 12.
The decision of STA is: Enhancement of General Concurrence for the renewal of stage carriage
permit from 20 to 50 Kms should be placed before the respective RTA without obtaining the
concurrence.
Perused.
The matter was considered by this authority held on 11.07.2016 and the decision was
adjourned for want a detailed report and analysis. In obedience to the direction contained in
the above decision, considered the request for enhancement of general concurrence distance of
the route portions lying in this district/region, the primary authorities of which are other RTAs
and decided as follows:
The existing practice of treating a distance up to 20 Kms of route length in this
jurisdiction as under general concurrence for the renewal of inter-district stage carriage
permits is enhanced to 50 Kms.
Also, In the case of renewal of inter-district stage carriage permits under the
jurisdiction of this authority, the Secretary RTA has to obtain route enquiry report from the
Secretary of respective Sister RTA(s) in which the route overlaps, with following details:


Portion of the route passes through their jurisdiction



Total distance passes through their jurisdiction



Nature of service



Details of overlapping with notified portion including a note by the Officer regarding the
nature of overlapping – whether objectionable or not.



Route sketch with intermediate points and distance.

The application for renewal along with the above mentioned report has to be submitted before
this authority for approval.
Departmental Item No. 2
Delegated powers issued.
Departmental Item No. 3
This authority has considered the representations given by various Private Bus Operators
organizations regarding the implementation of the circular vide no. D3/875/STA/2005; Dtd.
08.11.2011 (namely D3 circular) on the running time of stage carriages.
This authority has previously considered the said circular in detail and directed the Secretary,
RTA to do the needful for implementing the D3 circular in its meeting held on 14.12.2011 in
Supplementary Item No. 18.
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From the connected records it is seen that the Secretary RTA has taken considerable amount of
work to implement the circular and issued a set of fresh timings to the stage carriages as per
the directions contained in D3 circular.
The major contention of the organizations representing stage carriage operators is that the
same circular is not fully implemented in any of the districts in Kerala and they have
represented various issued related to the implementation of the same before the STA and the
same was considered by that authority held on 25.06.2015 in item no. 2. This authority has
verified the said decision in detail. As per the said decision, STA has directed the R&D team to
conduct a detailed study on the suggestions made by the bus operators and also to seek legal
opinion if necessary. There is no further direction to this authority from STA regarding the
implementation of the said circular.
Further, in the decision of STA held on 18.11.2015 in departmental item 1 & 2 on issuing
appropriate timing for the operation of the ordinary limited stop services operating in the state
in view of the G O (MS) No. 45/2015/Tran dated. 20.08.2015, there is a statement that “the
existing norm for fixing running time for ordinary service is generally 2.5 mints. for a distance
of

one

Kilometer.

Modification

of

running

time

fixed

by

the

STA

resolution

No.

D3/875/STA/2005 is underway”.
This authority considered the matter in detail and we are of the opinion that there is no such
direction from STA to freeze or stop the implementation of D3 circular as on today.
Departmental Item No. 4
Ratified
Departmental Item No. 5
Next RTA Meeting is on ………..
Supplementary Item No. 1
(1) Perused the Judgment from Hon High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No. 33168 of 2016 Dtd.
20.10.2016
(2) This is to re-consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route
Puthanathani – Valanchery with halt at Tirur and touching Allur 4 single trips (via)
Kuttikkalathani,

Bvappadi,

Kurumbathur,

Yatheemkhana,

Kattilangadi,

Kavungal,

Ambalappara, Kavumpuram starting single trip from Tirur via. Patternadakkavu and
Kundilangadi and return single trip from Valancherry to Puthanathani via. Kundilangadi and
Patternadakkavu and halting single trip from Puthanathani to Tirur via. Iringavoor touching
Allur via. Kuttikalathani and Randal as OS.
The application was considered by the RTA held on 11.07.2016 in Item No, 85 and the decision
was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA to:
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1) Re-enquire the distance overlaps with the notified portion and submit a specific
report
2) Modify the proposal in consultation with the applicant with at least two trips during
peak hours to Patternadakkavu – Tirur sector.
3) Modofy the time schedule as per the directions contained in Order No.D3/875/05 of
STA dtd 08/11/2011.
The matter was enquired by the MVI, Tirur and he has submitted the following:
1) Overlapping distance is 2.3 Kms
2) Puthananthani – Valancherry via. Kattilangadi only two buses are operating at
present
3) Proposed timings are as per D3.
Further examined the report of the MVI and reveals the following:
There are objections from other en-route operators against considering this application as
Supplementary Item in this meeting and those were over-ruled.
Total route length is 49.2 Kms and there is no virgin portion on the proposed route. There is an
overlapping of 2.3 Kms (Kavumpuram – Valancherry) with notified portion. In the light of the
above facts and findings this authority feels that there is no legal impediment to grant a
regular stage carriage permit on the proposed route.
There is an objection from KSRTC that the total overlapping is 2.5 Kms and which is
objectionable. However this was re-enquired by the MVI and he has reported that the
overlapping is 2.3 Kms itself and the objection was overruled.
Hence regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted
subject to settlement of timings in accordance with Order No.D3/875/05 of STA dtd
08/11/2011 and production of current records of a suitable stage carriage within thirty days of
communication of this decision as stipulated under Rule 159[2] of KMV Rules 1989 failing
which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further notice. This
authority is of the view that the request for extension of time should not be entertained for the
production of stage carriage under any circumstances.
Supplementary Item No. 2
This is to re-consider the application for fresh S/C permit to operate on the route TirurPuthanathani-Kuttippuram-Kadampuzha

(via)

Ezhur,

Vairankode,

Patternadakkavu,

Bavappadi, Kurumbathur, Yatheemkhana, Kattilangadi, Kavungal, Azhvancheri Manappadi,
Pazhoor, Chembi, Parithi, Mattummal, Vettichira, Punnathala, Moonnal, Chelakkuth, AC
Nirappe, Palathara, Iringavur. as OS.
The application was considered by the RTA held on 11.07.2016 in Item No. 86 and the decision
was adjourned with a direction to the Secretary, RTA to:
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1) Modify the proposal with at least two trips to Kuttippuram and Tirur during peak
hours
2) Fix the fare stages for the virgin portion and notify the same.
The applicant has submitted the following
Kuttippuram to Tirur is well served. Puthanathani – Kadampuzha is ill served and it is through
virgin portion. However, the matter was re-enquired by the MVI, Tirur and he has fixed the fare
stages as follows:
0 Vettichira

0 Km

1 Punnathala School

2.5 Kms

2 Chelakuth (Existing)

5.0

3 Kadampuzha

7.9

This authority has further verified the report of the MVI and reveals the following:
This is an intra-district route with total route length 64.4 Kms and there is an overlapping of
2.5 Kms with notified route. A virgin portion of 3.5 Kms from Vettichira to Moonnal for which
road fitness certificate is seen produced and fixed the fare stages. However the fare stages fixed
are not seen published. Secretary, RTA is directed to publish the same in the notice board
inviting objections from public, if any, and finalize the same.
This authority has considered the representations submitted by various peoples’ representative
for the need of a stage carriage service through the proposed interior route.
In the light of the above facts and findings this authority feels that there is no legal impediment
to grant a regular stage carriage permit on the proposed route.
Hence regular stage carriage permit on the route mentioned in the application is granted
subject to settlement of timings in accordance with Order No.D3/875/05 of STA dtd
08/11/2011 and production of current records of a suitable stage carriage within thirty days of
communication of this decision as stipulated under Rule 159[2] of KMV Rules 1989 failing
which the grant of the regular permit will be treated as revoked without further notice. This
authority is of the view that the request for extension of time should not be entertained for the
production of stage carriage under any circumstances.
Supplementary Item No. 3
(1) Perused the Judgment in WP(C) No. 29266 of 2016 dtd 02.09.2016
(2) Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no
objection certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
Supplementary Item No. 4
(1) Peruse the Judgment in WP(C) No. 29266 of 2016 dtd 02.09.2016
(2) Heard the learned counsel. Transfer of permit allowed subject to the production of no
objection certificate from the financier, if applicable and clearance of Govt. dues, if any.
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Supplementary Item No. 5
1) This is to peruse the judgment in WP(C) 32894/2016 (J) dtd. 14.10.2016 of Hon. High Court
of Kerala to consider the application for transfer of the stage carriage permit in respect of the
vehicle KL 65 B 9133 operating on the route THEYYALA - MANJERI Via Parappanangadi,
Chemmad, Vengara, Malappuram And Irumbuzhi as ordinary service from the name of the
first applicant to the name of the second applicant.
This authority has perused the Judgment of Hon. High Court of Kerala in WP(C) 32894/2016
(J) dtd. 14.10.2016.
This application was considered by this authority held on 11.07.2016 vide item No.161 and
adjourned the decision stating with a direction to the Secretary, RTA to conduct a detailed
enquiry regarding the genuineness of the application, in the light of objections raised by Sri.
Abdul Latheef K., S/o. Sooppi, Karuvattil (H), Kodur P.O., Parappanangadi, Malappuram.
Meanwhile the applicants have approached Hon. High Court of Kerala and produced a
judgment from Hon. High Court of Kerala in WP(C) No. 32894 of 2016 Dtd. 14.10.2016 which
directs this authority to take a final decision on the joint application preferred by the
petitioners.
This authority has considered the application and verified the connected files in detail. As per
the copy of the notarized Power of Attorney document by the objector point no. 2, the first
applicant has given permission to the objector for transferring the permit from his name to the
transferee and to appear before the Secretary, RTA concerned. Further, there is no intimation
has seen given to the power of attorney holder that the applicant has withdrawn the power of
attorney given to the objector. In this context, this authority is of the opinion that the
objections raised by the holder of power of attorney is sustainable.
In this context, this authority feels that the application for transfer of permit endorsed to the
stage carriage KL 65 B 9133 is not maintainable and hence rejected the application for
transfer of permit.
1. Smt. A. Shainamol IAS, District Collector; Chairman of RTA, Malappuram – Sd/2. Sri. Shaji Joseph, Deputy Transport Commissioner (C Z 1); Member, RTA – Sd/-

